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1.::Alteesbildee:im:Film.: üchee:und:Aetikel::[1]
2.:: iblio-:und:Filmogeaphien::[28]

Die folgende kleine Bibliographie versammelt Arbeiten, die sich mit den Dramaturgien und Konzeptionen 
der Altersdarstellung in Film und Fernsehen befassen. Es fnden sich keine Untersuchungen zum rezepti-
ven oder produktiven Mediengebrauch Älterer. Die zahlreichen bis heute vorliegenden Inhaltsanalysen 
kommunikationswissenschaflicher Art habe ich nur in Ausnahmefällen dokumentiert, weil sie zwar Blicke
auf Stereotypisierungen, die Präsenz älterer Akteure in Spiel- und Reality-Formaten vor allem des Fernse-
hens und – allerdings meist nur grobe – Charakteristiken der Altersrollen ermöglichen, für das kulturolo-
gische Verständnis der sinnhafen Konstruktion von „Alter“ weder in soziologischer noch psychologischer 
Hinsicht aber nur selten aufschlussreich sind. Auch die inzwischen mehrfach bearbeitete Phänomenologie 
der Veränderung der Schauspielstile einzelner Akteure sowie die Entwicklung von Alter-Images von 
Schauspielern spielen in diesen Untersuchungen so gut wie keine Rolle.

Beigeben ist ein Verzeichnis der mir bekannt gewordenen Filmographien zum Alter im Film. Viele der 
Einträge sind annotiert (meist mithilfe der den Artikeln beigegebenen Abstracts), so dass auch ein erstes 
Verständnis der Forschungsfragen und Methoden der jeweiligen Untersuchungen möglich ist.

1.::Alteesbildee:im:Film.
::::: üchee:und:Aetikel

Addison, Heather: “Must the players keep young?” 
Early Hollywood’s cult of youth. In: Cinema Jour-
nal 54,4, Summer 2006, S. 3–25.

Using articles and advertisements from the popu-
lar press, especially fan magazines, this essay in-
vestigates early Hollywood’s publicly constructed 
relationship to the process of aging and argues 
that a cult of youth was frmly established by the 
late 1920s. Tis cult of youth, which celebrated 
young adulthood as the most privileged period of 
life, was the product of a number of historical for-
ces, including prevailing American views on aging;
the demands of an emerging consumer culture; 
and concerns about the motion picture camera’s 
propensity to highlight the physical signs of ad-
vancing age. 

Addison, Heather: “Tat Younger, Fresher Woman”: 
Old Wives for New (1918) and Hollywood’s Cult of 
Youth. In: Staging Age: Te Performance of Age in 
Teatre, Dance, and Film. Ed. by Valerie Barnes Lips-
comb & Leni Marshall. New York [...]: Palgrave 
Macmillan 2010, S. 11–25.

Anon.: Conference on Images of Old Age in the Ame-
rican Media. New York: American Jewish Commit-
tee 1978, 32 S.

Aronof, C.: Old age in prime time. In: Journal of 
Communication, 24, 1974, S. 86–87.

Atkins, T.V. :/ Jenkins, M.C. :/ Perkins, M.H.: Portray-
al of Persons in Television Commercials Age 50 and
Older. In: Psychology: A Journal of Human Behavior 
27, 1990:/91, S. 30–37. 
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Bazzini, Doris G. [...]: Te Aging Woman in Popular
Film: Underrepresented, Unatractive, Unfriendly, 
and Unintelligent. In: Sex Roles: A Journal of Re-
search 36,7–8, 1997, S. 531–543.

Te present study eaamined 100 top-grossing mo-
tion pictures spanning from the 1940s through 
the 1980s (20 movies from each decade). Eight 
hundred and twenty-nine characters were rated on
attractiveness, character goodness, intelligence, 
friendliness, socioeconomic status, romantic activi-
ty, and movie outcome. It was hypothesized that 
ageist and seaist stereotypes would interact such 
that (a) older female characters would be more un-
derrepresented, and (b) more negatively portrayed,
than their male contemporaries. Both hypotheses 
were supported. Implications regarding double 
standards for age, and the media’s propagation of 
beauty-related standards for females were discus-
sed.

Beck, Melinda: Going for the gold. In: Newsweek 
115, 23.4.1990), S. 74–76.

Bell, John: In search of a discourse on aging. Te 
elderly on television. In: Te Geerontologist 32,3, 
1992, S. 305–311.

Berner, Frank (Hrsg.): Individuelle und kulturelle Al-
tersbilder. Wiesbaden: VS, Verlag für Sozialwissen-
schaften 2012, 374 S. (Eapertisen zum Sechsten Al-
tenbericht der Bundesregierung. 1.).

Altersbilder sind mental-kognitive Phänomene in 
den Köpfen der Menschen mit orientierender und 
handlungsleitender Funktion.

Beugnet, Martine: Screening the old: femininity as 
old age in contemporary French cinema. In: Studies 
in the Literary Imagination 39,2, Fall 2006, S. 1–20.

In the introduction to her eatensive 1970 essay on 
old age, Simone de Beauvoir states that her prima-
ry objective is to break a “conspiracy of silence”: 
apart from specialized sociological and medical 
works, she protests, old age is never talked about. 
Tis comment certainly applies to cinema; indeed, 
it becomes a truism when flm is envisaged frst 
and foremost as an eatension of consumer culture, 
its overriding function to provide a type of fantasy 
entertainment that is aligned with consumer val-
ues. In efect, such is the power of the logic of oc-
cultation that even in the face of aging Western 
populations, and in spite of the commitment to a 
diferent vision that includes trends of “realism,” 
independent and European cinemas seem almost 
as reluctant as their Hollywood counterparts to 
give space to the aging and the old. French cinema,
for instance, has certainly produced at least a few 
feminine screen icons who, while growing older, 

retain their place in the pantheon of international 
stars. At seventy-three, Jeanne Moreau undoubted-
ly remains a highly regarded fgure on the national
and international scene. Yet in spite of her un-
daunted enthusiasm and activity, she has lost a 
great deal of her public prominence. Moreau’s ma-
nagement of her career as she grows older is inter-
esting: the actress has taken a pro-active approach,
initiating and producing theatrical adaptations and
flms which provide her with roles. Cet Amour Là 
her latest cinema project, however, received limit-
ed coverage and distribution. Younger than Mo-
reau by ten years, Catherine Deneuve remains one 
of the leading internationally rated French female 
stars, but signifcantly she is celebrated for her au-
ra, her function as beauty icon, and her ageless-
ness. (1) Tis essay will only allude to the incarna-
tion of femininity as the “mature” woman–a pro-
blematic addressed elsewhere and in particular 
through studies of Deneuve’s career (2)–focusing 
instead on femininity as the old woman, and on 
women who “play their age.” To help set a partly 
arbitrary marker, one may use as a reference the 
age of such established personalities in French ci-
nema as Moreau and director Agnes Varda, both 
over 70. (3)

Bildtgård, Torbjörn: Te Seauality of Elderly People
on Film: Visual Limitations. In: Journal of Aging 
and Identity 5,3, Sept. 2000, S. 169–183.

During the last decade there has been a growing 
interest in “images of aging” in gerontology, but 
representations of elderly people’s seaual lives still
remain largely uneaplored. Tis article atempts to 
elucidate the image of elderly people’s seauality in 
popular culture by analyzing representations of el-
derly people in mainstream feature flms. Between 
1990 and 1995, only 9 flms out of a sample of 2000 
in Swedish theatres cast elderly people as leading 
characters. In this article, these 9 flms have been 
deconstructed in order to identify the rules of re-
presentation that guide and limit the depiction of 
elderly people’s seauality on flm. One specifc flm
is then analyzed in more detail to show how the 
rules were used to create a credible image of an el-
derly couple’s seauality, and a frame analysis is 
used to identify how elderly people’s seauality can 
be “packaged” on flm to produce a slightly bolder 
representation of their seauality.

Blakeborough, Darren: “Old People Are Useless”: 
Representations of Aging on Te Simpsons. In: Ca-
nadian Journal on Aging / La Revue canadienne du 
vieillissement 27,1, Spring 2008, S. 57–67.

Tis article looks at how Te Simpsonss representa-
tions of aging, considered ageist and stereotypical 
by some, can be viewed as a positive look at the el-
derly that atempts to subvert the same stereotypes
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that it seemingly employs. Te Baby Boom cohort 
is now seen as an atractive economic group, and 
as they continue their journey through the life cy-
cle, they are drawing increased atention. A cur-
rent scholarship eaists that investigates the ways 
that the “aged” are seen, catered to, advertised at, 
seemingly marginalized, and represented in the 
larger conteat of the mass media. Relying prima-
rily on the theoretical musings of Frederic Jameson
and Linda Hutcheon, the article constructs a 
bridge that places Te Simpsons squarely within a 
postmodern aesthetic and, using this rubric, shows
how the inherent political nature of parodic irony 
can help to create an inversion of meaning.

Bosch, Eva-Maria: Altersbilder in der Fernsehunter-
haltung. In: Presse- und Informationsdienst der KDA 
(Hrsg.: Kuratorium Deutsche Altershilfe), 2, 1985, S.
9–13.

Bosch, Eva-Maria: Ältere Menschen und Fernsehen. 
Eine Analyse der Konstruktion von Altersdarstellun-
gen in unterhaltsamen Programmen und ihrer Rezep-
tion durch ältere Menschen. Frankfurt [...]: Lang 
1986, V, 435 S. (Beiträge zur empirischen Erzie-
hungswissenschaf und Fachdidaktik. 3.).

Bosch, Eva Maria: Alter in der fktiven Fernsehrea-
lität. Eine Analyse der Konstruktion von Altersdar-
stellungen und ihre Rezeption durch ältere Men-
schen. In: Josef Eckhardt :/ Imme Horn: Ältere Men-
schen und Medien. Eine Studie der ARD:/ZDF-Medi-
enkommission. Frankfurt: Metzner 1988, S. 131–149
(Schrifenreihe Media Perspektiven. 8.).

Bosch, Eva-Maria :/ Zeman, Peter: Altersbilder – wie
alte Menschen im Fernsehen dargestellt werden 
und wie sie sich selber sehen. In: Im Alter leben. 
Krisen, Ängste, Perspektiven. Hrsg. v. Hanneli 
Döhner [...]. Hamburg: Ergebnisse-Verl. 1988.

Bosch, Eva-Maria: Altersbilder in den bundesdeut-
schen Medien. In: Straka, Gerald A. :/ Fabia, T. :/ 
Will, J. (Hrsg.): Aktive Mediennutzung im Alter. Mo-
delle und Erfahrungen aus der Medienarbeit mit älte-
ren Menschen. Heidelberg: Asanger 1990, S. 77–91.

Boyle, Elleais :/ Brayton, Sean: Ageing Masculinities
and “Muscle work” in Hollywood Action Film: An 
Analysis of Te Expendables. In: Men and Masculini-
ties 15,5, Dec. 2012, S. 468–485.

In August 2010, the siaty-four-year-old Hollywood
icon Sylvester Stallone premiered his latest project 
Te Expendables, an action-adventure flm starring 
a pantheon of “tough guys” from both past and 
present: Sylvester Stallone, Arnold Schwarzeneg-

ger, Dolph Lundgren, and Bruce Willis. To under-
stand the resurrection of this vintage Hollywood 
cast, we take up the title theme of “eapendability” 
within the climate of the economic recession of 
2008 and map its representation of masculinity, 
physical labor, and ageing. We do this by looking 
at Te Expendables as essentially a labor teat. In 
doing so, we fnd a smorgasbord of working bodies
and types of physical labor that reveal multiple in-
tersections among discourses of masculinity, class, 
ageing, and race that simultaneously refect the di-
visions of (physical) labor in the industries in 
which the stars work – Hollywood flm and pro-
fessional sports. 

Briller, Bert R.: TV’s distorted and missing images 
of women and the elderly. In: Television Quarterly 
31,1, 2000, S. 69–74.

Brinckmann, Christine Noll (1991) Was ist fktions-
würdig? Gedanken zum Klimakterium im Holly-
woodflm und zu Yvonne Rainers Privilege. In: Frau-
en und Film, 50–51, Juni 1991, S. 72–82.

Brooks, Jodi: Performing Aging:/ Performance Crisis
(for Norma Desmond, Baby Jane, Margo Channing, 
Sister George, and Myrtle). In: Senses of Cinema 16, 
2001 [online].

Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen 
und Jugend (Hrsg.): Das Alter in den Medien. Muß es
ein Zerrbild sein? [Dokumentation der Fachtagung 
für Journalistinnen und Journalisten vom 20. bis 22.
Mai 1996 in der Evangelischen Akademie Tutzing.] 
Bonn: Das Ministerium 1997, 95 S.

Carman, Emily: ‘Women rule Hollywood’. Ageing 
and freelance stardom in the studio system. In: Ce-
lebrity Studies 3,1, 2012, S. 13–24.

Tis essay considers how ageism impacted the ca-
reers of freelance A-list Hollywood female stars 
working in the studio system during the 1930s to 
the 1940s, when the number of women working as 
free agents substantially outnumbered their male 
counterparts. Using studio contracts and internal 
studio correspondences as well as industry trades 
and press releases, I eaamine the economic and in-
dustrial ramifcations for these key freelance fe-
male stars as they aged. Ruth Chaterton, Irene 
Dunne, Miriam Hopkins and Barbara Stanwyck all 
took a proactive role in shaping their careers 
through freelance labour practice when the studios
manipulated stardom for their economic gain. Te 
creative and economic independence of these wo-
men challenges the familiar patriarchal, ageist pat-
tern of female celebrity thought to typify Holly-
wood, in which female stars can eapect to fnd less
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work and receive less compensation as they age. 
Instead, as free agents, these women worked more 
independently and prolonged their careers beyond 
what is generally imagined of female actors, there-
by dynamically participating in studio system pro-
duction practices. Tis comparative contractual 
analysis also considers the eaperience of male free-
lance stars so as to highlight the diferent histori-
cal eaperiences of ageing stardom in the studio 
system.

Carroll, Noël: Philosophical Insight, Emotion and 
Popular Fiction: Te Case of Sunset Boulevard. In: 
Narrative, Emotion, and Insight. Ed. by Noël Carroll 
& John Gibson. University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania 
State University Press 2011, S. 45–68 (Studies of the 
Greater Philadelphia Philosophy Consortium.).

Carroll notes that the theme of the flm is the deni-
al of death; the flm returns again and again to the 
subject of aging and dying through motifs of sun-
sets, waaworks, and decay. But he is not content to
discuss the flm’s theme; he argues that the flm 
has a thesis: “what is monstrous and unnatural 
about Norma Desmond is her resistance to accept-
ing her age“.

Carter, Cynthia :/ Steiner, Linda :/ McLaughlin Lisa 
[Marie] (eds.): Te Routledge Companion to Media 
and Geender. Abingdon, Oaon:/New York, NY: Rout-
ledge 2014 [2013], aviii, 670 S.

Darin: 31. Smoothing the Wrinkles: Hollywood, 
“Successful Aging” and the New Visibility of Older
Female Stars.

Celeste, Reni: Screen Idols: Te Tragedy of Falling 
Stars. In: Journal of Popular Film and Television 33,1,
Spring 2005, S. 29–38.

Te emergence of the modern celebrity, a fgure 
made possible by the camera and mass communi-
cation technologies, is essential to understanding 
the structure of popular culture. Te author argues
that the star, rather than being a mere social teat, 
is a tragic fgure suspended between heroism and 
its loss.

Chivers, Sally: Baby Jane grew up: Te dramatic in-
tersection of age with disability. In: Canadian Re-
view of American Studies 36,2, 2006, S. 211–227.

Zu What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? (USA 
1962, Robert Aldrich, 1918–1983) und Sunset 
Blvd. (USA 1950, Billy Wilder, 1906–2002).
In this article, I eaamine how the spectacle of 
aging flm stars replicates and dictates the cultural 
atitudes that make risking the scandal of anachro-
nism “necessary and inevitable as a sign of life,” as 
Mary Russo puts it, even when age does not lite-
rally signify death (in other words, even when the 

actresses are only middle-aged) (21). With close at-
tention to Hollywood flms Sunset Boulevard and 
Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? I argue that the 
confation of disability with gender and aging in 
the character of Blanche Hudson encapsulates the 
impossible standards imposed on all non-norma-
tive bodies (that is, all bodies) by Hollywood cine-
ma. While aging bodies are not necessarily disa-
bled, older people frequently face being treated as 
though they were physically less capable than they
once were. Te assumption that disability is auto-
matic in later life has negative impacts both on 
those older people who do not eaperience signif-
cant physical impairment and on those older peo-
ple who have lived with physical impairments 
since long before they were labelled old. In Baby 
Jane, the collision of Blanche Hudson’s physical 
disability with Jane Hudson’s psychiatric illness 
relies upon an understanding of their obsolescence
as performers; their failed physicality mirrors their
stalled career paths. However, as I will argue, the 
double-edged performances ofered by Joan Craw-
ford and Bete Davis undermine that obsolescence. 

Chivers, Sally: Te Silvering Screen: Old Age and Dis-
ability in Cinema. Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press 2011, aaii, 213 S.

Popular flms have always included elderly charac-
ters, but until recently, old age only played a sup-
porting role onscreen. Now, as the Baby Boomer 
population hits retirement, there has been an ea-
plosion of flms, including Away From Her, Te 
Straight Story, Te Barbarian Invasions, and About 
Schmidt, where aging is a central theme.Te frst-
ever sustained discussion of old age in cinema, Te
Silvering Screen brings together theories from disa-
bility studies, critical gerontology, and cultural stu-
dies, to eaamine how the flm industry has linked 
old age with physical and mental disability. Sally 
Chivers further eaamines Hollywood’s miaed mes-
sages – the applauding of actors who portray the 
debilitating side of aging, while promoting a cul-
ture of youth – as well as the gendering of old age 
on flm. Te Silvering Screen makes a timely at-
tempt to counter the fear of aging implicit in these 
readings by proposing alternate ways to value get-
ting older.
Inhalt: Te silvering screen – Same diference: ge-
rontology and disability studies join hands – Baby 
Jane grew up: the horror of aging in mid-twenti-
eth-century Hollywood – Grey maters: dementia, 
cognitive diference, and the “guilty demographic” 
on screen – “Sounds like a regular marriage”: mo-
nogamy and the fdelity of care – Yes, we still can: 
Paul Newman, Clint Eastwood, aging masculinity, 
and the American dream – As old as Jack gets: Ni-
cholson, masculinity, and the Hollywood system – 
Final flms, the silvering screen comes of age.
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Rev. (McLaughlin, Amanda) in: Review of Disability
Studies: An International Journal 9,2–3, 2014.
Rev. (Mangan, Michael) in: Ageing and Society 32,4,
May 2012, S. 721–722. 

Cohen, Harriet L.: Developing media literacy skills 
to challenge television’s portrayal of older women. 
In: Educational Geerontology 28,7, 2002, S. 599–620.

Cohen-Shalev, Amir: Te Efect of Aging in Dra-
matic Realization of Old Age: Te Eaample of Ing-
mar Bergman. In: Te Geerontologist 32,6, Dec. 1992, 
S. 739–744.

Cohen-Shalev, Amir: Visions of Aging: Images of the
Elderly in Film. Brighton: Sussea Academic Press 
2009, vi, 140 S.

In Visions of Aging, Cohen-Shalev engages with 
both the peril and the promise of representing old 
age and aging in cinema by using a case-study ap-
proach that highlights the contrast between repre-
sentations of aging from within, in flms made by 
directors or actors who have actually eaperienced 
growing old, and from without, in flms made by 
those for whom old age is as yet an unknown ter-
ritory. In nine chapters, each focused on a particu-
lar flm that deals with “the real issues of old age,” 
such as decrepitude, illness, or death, or on the 
works of a specifc director’s portrayal of old age, 
such as that of Bergman, Kurosawa, or Sautet, Co-
hen-Shalev draws on the teat of a movie as well as 
the conteat of the director’s position in the life 
span at the time of production to illustrate the way
in which both teat and conteat infuence a flm’s 
cinematic vision of aging and old age. He further 
argues that, despite a recent increase in the num-
ber of movies dealing with aging or older charac-
ters, the majority of popular flms continue to pro-
vide a distorted, dystopic, and degrading picture of
age, and he atributes much of this distortion to 
the overrepresentation of a midlife perspective on 
old age. It is this perspective, Cohen-Shalev main-
tains, that causes most representations of aging to 
be sanitized and cleansed of the disturbing efects 
of old age in order to protect viewers from con-
fronting their own deep-seated fears about the un-
comfortable social and psychological realities of 
aging. Yet, he continues, if we are willing to look 
and listen, old age itself can endow both actors and
directors with a unique perspective on life that 
manifests itself in what he calls “old age style,” a 
style that is marked by an ambivalence and ambi-
guity that resists the linearity and closure common
to works by younger artists.
One way Cohen-Shalev illustrates his point is by 
showing how Bergman’s Wild Strawberries, made 
while the director was thirty-eight and lauded as 
one of the frst serious depictions of old age, turns 

out to be a midlife fantasy of old age in which the 
main task of the old is to conduct a life review in 
order to reach an integrated and meaningful sense 
of closure. By eschewing any possibility of new 
growth and development in life, this diminished 
picture of aging from the outside promotes a trun-
cated idea of disengagement that neglects an eaa-
mination of the complea and contradictory inter-
nal nature of old age. On the other hand, Cohen-
Shalev points out, Bergman’s view of old age in 
Saraband, made when the director himself was in 
his eighties, is characteristic of old age style in that
it both accepts the inherent ambiguity of old age, 
shown by the protagonist’s simultaneous desire to 
engage with life and to detach himself from it, and 
emphasizes the inability of linear and progressive 
logic to encompass his eaperience of growing old. 
Yet, in our youth-oriented culture, says Cohen-
Shalev, the unresolved contradictions and lack of 
closure depicted in Saraband can leave audiences 
unsetled, stuck in a cultural reluctance to deal 
with a difcult and discomfting vision of old age, 
and hence provides the flm industry with litle 
motivation to pursue a deeper vision of aging. 
Tus, the interface of old age and flm can make 
visible the schism between what Cohen-Shalev 
calls the phenomenology of aging and its age-
contingent cultural representation.
Rev. (Anne Davis Basting) in: Journal of Aging, Hu-
manities, and the Arts: Ofcial Journal of the Geeron-
tological Society of America 4,1, 2010, S. 65–67.

Cohen-Shalev, Amir :/ Marcus, Esther-Lee: Golden 
Years and Silver Screens: Cinematic Representa-
tions of Old Age. In: Journal of Aging, Humanities &
the Arts 1,1, March 2007, S. 85–96.

Cole, Tomas R.: Aging, Home, and Hollywood in 
the 1980s. In: Te Geerontologist 31,3,1991, S. 427–
430.

Dail, Paula W.: Prime-time television portrayals of 
older adults in the conteat of family life. In: Te Gee-
rontologist, 28, 1988, S. 700–706.

Danvers, L.: Cocoon/Geoonies: 7 et 77 ans: meme 
combat! In: Visions, 34, Dec. 1985, S. 39–41+ [insges.
6 S.].

Darian, Veronika: Des Alters neue Kleider? Alter im
Blick von Teater, Tanz und Film. In: Alter: unbe-
kannt. Über die Vielfalt des Älterwerdens. Internatio-
nale Perspektiven. Hrsg. v. Carolin Kollewe u. Elmar 
Schenkel. Bielefeld: Transcript 2011, S. 57–82.

Davis, Richard H.: Television and the Aging Audi-
ence. Los Angeles, Cal.: Ethel Percy Andrus Geron-
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tology Center, University of Southern California 
1980, 107 S. 

Über Altenpublikum und Darstellung des Alters!

DeFalco, Amelia: Uncanny Subjects: Aging in Con-
temporary Narrative. Columbus: Ohio State Univer-
sity Press 2010, aa, 154 S.

Wohl nur zu literarischen Teaten.

Degenhardt, Aael: Alles andere als störrisch, naiv 
und hilfos. Zur Darstellung älterer Menschen im 
Erzählkino. In: Informationsdienst Altersfragen 31,6, 
Nov.–Dez. 2004, S. 7–9. [UR  L  ]

Degenhardt, Aael: Hauptrolle Alte(r) – die Darstel-
lung des Alters im fktionalen Film. München GRIN 
2007, 97 S.

Magisterarbeit. TV: Altersstereotype; Film: deutli-
cher Wille, von Stereoypen abzugehen
Altersrollenkategorien: life review (Erinnerung), 
Sterbebewusstsein, Sea(anti)symbole, Konfiktbe-
ziehungen und -situationen, Rebellion gegen Ho-
mogenität und Stereotypisierung.

Dellof, Linda-Marie Distorted images: the elderly 
and the media. In: Christian Century 104, 7.–14.1. 
1987, S. 12–16.

De Pater, Irene E. :/ Judge, Timothy A. :/ Scot, Brent 
A.: Age, Gender, and Compensation. A Study of 
Hollywood Movie Stars. In: Journal of Management 
Inquiry 23,4, 2014, S. 1–14. [URL]

Research on the gender-wage gap shows equivocal
evidence regarding its magnitude, which likely 
stems from the diferent wage-related variables re-
searchers include in their calculations. To eaamine 
whether pay diferentials solely based on gender 
eaist, we focused on the earnings of top perform-
ing professionals within a specifc occupation to 
rule out productivity-related eaplanations for the 
gender-wage gap. Specifcally, we investigated the 
interaction of gender and age on the earnings of 
Hollywood top movie stars. Te results reveal that 
the average earnings per flm of female movie stars
increase until the age of 34 but decrease rapidly 
thereafer. Male movie stars’ average earnings per 
flm reach the maaimum at age 51 and remain sta-
ble afer that.

Dolan, Josephine: Smoothing the wrinkles. Holly-
wood, “successful aging” and the new visibility of 
older female stars. In: In: Carter, Cynthia :/ Steiner, 
Linda :/ McClaughlin, Lisa (eds.): Te Routledge 
Companion to Media and Geender. London:/New 
York: Routledge 2013, S. 342–351.

Following Simone de Beauvoir (1972) and Ger-
maine Greer who similarly lamented the cultural 

invisibility of older women, the current prolifera-
tion of Hollywood flms with older women prota-
gonists, and the increased visibility of older female
stars might seem to be cause for feminist celebra-
tion. However, this visibility is highly conditional 
on women’s participation in, and subjection to the 
regulatory regime of ‘successful aging’ at an inter-
section with a ‘youthifying’ cosmeceutical indus-
try that includes using body doubles and eatends 
from editing techniques through make up proce-
dures up to drastic surgical procedures. Further-
more, older women’s visibility in Hollywood is re-
gulated by a pathologising gaze that renders abject
the aging female body, or indeed any signs of ag-
ing that threaten to disrupt the wrinkle smoothing 
procedures that underwrite its version of ‘youthi-
fed’ old age femininity.

Dompke, Christoph (2012) Alte Frauen in schlechten
Filmen. Vom Ende großer Filmkarrieren. Hamburg: 
Männerschwarm-Verlag, 255 S.

Donlon, Margie M. :/ Ashman, Ori :/ Levy, Becca R.: 
Re-Vision of Older Television Characters: A Stereo-
type-Awareness Intervention. In: Journal of Social 
Issues 61,2, June 2005, S. 307–319.

Tis study eaamines whether greater television ea-
posure predicts older individuals’ more negative 
images of aging, and whether an intervention 
based on maintaining a television diary of viewing 
impressions will increase their awareness of the 
stereotypical and infrequent manner in which 
elders are presented. Seventy-sia individuals, aged 
60 to 92, participated. As eapected, all participants 
showed a correspondence between greater televi-
sion eaposure and more negative images of aging. 
Also as eapected, the intervention-group partici-
pants developed a greater awareness of how elders
are presented on television. Further, the interven-
tion-group participants eapressed their intention 
to watch less television in the future. Tese fnd-
ings suggest that the promotion of awareness pro-
vides a means of helping elders confront ageism.

Donnar, Glan: Redundancy and Ageing: Sylvester 
Stallone’s Enduring Action Star Image. In: Lasting 
Screen Stars: Images that Fade and Personas that En-
dure. Ed. by Lucy Bolton, Lucy &, Julie Lobalzo 
Wright. London: Palgrave Macmillan [2016], S. 
245–258.

Donnar eaplores the action star image of Sylvester 
Stallone across fve decades. Scholarly focus on 
Stallone’s ‘hard-bodied’ ‘muscularity’ underesti-
mate the persistent importance of redundancy and 
ageing throughout his career, particularly since his
breakthrough role in Rocky. Stallone’s action star 
persona is chiefy defned by his characters’ per-

https://www.dza.de/fileadmin/dza/pdf/Heft_06_2004_November_Dezember_2004_gesamt.pdf
http://m.timothy-judge.com/documents/AgeGenderandCompensationAStudyofHollywoodMovieStars.pdf
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ceived cultural, economic, and professional redun-
dancy, and its longevity lies in his repeated identi-
fcation with downtrodden white masculinities. 
Ageing is a similarly under-theorised feature of 
Stallone’s star image, from the frst Rocky to recent
franchise revivals of Rocky and Rambo and Te Ex-
pendables series. Donnar concludes Stallone’s 
comeback is again associated with vulnerable, age-
ing white masculinities and nostalgia for American
cultural, economic, and political certitude and as-
cendance following the ‘war on terror’ and the 
global fnancial crisis.

Donnar, Glen: Narratives of cultural and professio-
nal redundancy: Ageing action stardom and the ‘ge-
ri-action’ flm. In: Communication, Politics & Cul-
ture 49,1, 2016, S. 1–18.

Focusing on Te Expendables flms, I identify the 
importance of discourses of professional and cultu-
ral redundancy in ‘geri-action’, an emergent sub-
genre of Hollywood action flm that has revitalised
the careers of ageing action stars such as Sylvester 
Stallone and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Tese redun-
dancies, which hold long-standing signifcance in 
1980s action flm, are compounded in geri-action 
by advanced age and diminished physical capacity.
In geri-action, the spectacle of once idealised, mus-
cled bodies is concealed and displaced onto over-
sized guns, fetishised vehicles and younger action 
bodies. However much geri-action resists 1980s 
action stars’ use-by dates, it ultimately admits phy-
sical and generic eahaustion.

Doron, Israel: Bringing Te Law to the Gerontologi-
cal Stage: A Diferent Look at Movies and Old Age. 
In: International Journal of Aging & Human Devel-
opment 62,3, 2006, S. 237–254.

Films ofen portray the compleaities of real-life 
aging issues, showing how they are apparently 
handled outside of and around the law or legal is-
sues. Furthermore, flms considering the aged and 
the social issues associated with aging also reveal 
how the law actually functions as a framework 
around and within which people develop customs, 
habits, and behaviors related to the issue of old 
age. Eaposing these hidden socio-legal boundaries 
allows us to beter understand both the flms con-
cerned and the place of law within our aging so-
ciety. In an atempt to beter understand these is-
sues, this article deconstructs fve relatively mo-
dern and well-known flms. All feature aged pro-
tagonists, and all tell their stories against a back-
ground of legal issues that are only alluded to, and 
remain hidden “behind the scenes.” Two main 
questions are addressed by this analysis: First, to 
what eatent does the reality of old age as described
in the flms considered here refect familiar social 
phenomena identifed by empirical studies? And, 

second, to what eatent does the legal infrastruc-
ture embedded in the narrative of these flms re-
fect the legal regulations that govern the aged in 
today’s society. Te conclusions that arose from 
the analysis of the cinematic and the legal reality 
eapressed in the flms demonstrate that the current
level of discourse on major issues in social geron-
tology ignores the importance and relevance of 
law. Terefore, it behooves us to “bring the Law to 
the gerontological stage,” where the current situa-
tion as it actually eaists can be analyzed and per-
haps even changed.

Dupras, A.: Te seauality of seniors on flm from: 
Hell to heaven. In: La Revue francophone de Geéria-
trie et de Geérontologie, Febr. 2010.

If movies refect the social view of a phenomenon 
such as old age, as well as infuence its representa-
tions, it is of importance to address the projection 
of images of elderly persons on the silver screen. 
Recent fction movies present seniors as seaual be-
ings that engage in seaual activities. A retrospec-
tive view could demonstrate how cinematographic 
representations of the seauality of seniors have 
transformed themselves throughout the last two 
decades, going from a negative perception to a 
clearly more positive one. Movies would thus give 
evidence of a seaual liberation movement of elder-
ly persons.

Ehrlich, Linda C.: Te undesired ones: Images of the
elderly in Japanese cinema. In: Cinemaya: Te Asian
Film Quarterly, 14, Winter 1991, S. 4–8.

Ello, Linda M.: Older Adult Issues and Eaperiences 
Trough the Stories and Images of Film. In: Journal 
of Teaching in Social Work 27,1–2, June 2007, S. 271–
282.

Tis article discusses and describes how to use flm
as a creative, powerful, and efective technique for 
teaching social work with older adults at both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels of education. 
An analysis of student responses about the efec-
tiveness of this teaching pedagogy is presented. 
Te fndings support the idea of using flm as a 
technique to engage students in learning about the
process of aging.

Faircloth, Christopher A.: Aging Bodies: Images and 
Everyday Experience. Walnut Creek, Cal.: AltaMira 
Press 2003, vi, 299 S.

Inhalt: Visual representations of late life :/ Bill By-
theway – Te dead body and organ transplantation
:/ Betina Freidin – Te female aging body through 
flm :/ Elizabeth W. Markson – Images versus ea-
perience of the aging body :/ Peter Oberg – Te bo-
dy and bathing : help with personal care at home :/ 
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Julia Twigg – Te homoseaual body in lesbian and 
gay elders’ narratives :/ Dana Rosenfeld – Te 
everyday visibility of the aging body :/ Jaber F. Gu-
brium and James A. Holstein – Te bodies of vete-
ran elite runners :/ Emmanuelle Tulle – Aging and 
the dancing body :/ Steven P. Wainwright and Bry-
an S. Turner.

Feasey, Rebecca: Mature masculinity and the ageing
action hero. In: Geroniek, 190, 2011, S. 507–520. 
[URL]

Te ageing male action hero is a fgure many are 
familiar with through the character of Bruce Willis
in the Die Hard series. However, physical strength, 
speeds and agility are usually not associated with 
old age. Whether age makes a diference in the ac-
tion hero genre is a question Rebecca Feasey deals 
with in this article.

Femers, Susanne: Die ergrauende Werbung. Alters-
bilder und werbesprachliche Inszenierungen von Al-
ter und Altern. Wiesbaden: VS 2007, 219 S.

Ferguson, Susan J.: Te Old Maid Stereotype in 
American Film, 1938 To 1965. In: Film & History 21, 
4, Dec. 1991, S. 130–144.

Tis article discusses various issues related to the 
cinematic images of old maids, with specifc refe-
rence to the flm “Te Old Maid.” Tis flm presents
one cinematic stereotype of the never married wo-
man found in many American movies, that of the 
old maid or spinster. In general, never married wo-
men tend to be stereotyped either as prostitutes, 
mistresses, and other promiscuous women, or as 
more aseaual characters such as nuns, social re-
formers, and old maids. Ofen, the never married 
woman wants marriage and a home of her own, 
but she has no opportunity to form relationships 
with men. If the woman does not marry by the 
time she is twenty-fve to thirty-fve years old, she 
is usually considered to be an old maid by other 
characters in the flm. Some women are portrayed 
as teachers, nurses, or librarians who, due to cir-
cumstances beyond their control, end up as spins-
ters. Even if these women actively choose not to 
marry and are successful in their careers, their re-
gret for not marrying is stated either implicitly or 
eaplicitly in the flm narrative.

Filipp, Sigrun :/ Mayer, Anne-Kathrin: Bilder des Al-
ters. Altersstereotype und die Beziehungen zwischen 
den Geenerationen. Stutgart:/Berlin:/Köln: Kohlham-
mer 1999, 331 S.

Insbes. Kap. 8: Altersbilder in den Medien und der 
Offentlichkeit, S. 212f.

Fischer, Lucy: Marlene: modernity, mortality, and 
the biopic. In: Biography 23,1, 2000, S. 193–211.

Fisher, Bradley J.: Eaploring Ageist Stereotypes 
Trough Commercial Motion Pictures. In: Teaching 
Sociology 20,4, Oct. 1992, S. 280–284.

Flueren, Hanns J. :/ Klein, Marion :/ Redetzki-Roder-
mann, Heidrun: Das Altersbild der deutschen Dai-
ly-Soaps. Ergebnisse einer quantitativ-qualitativen 
Untersuchung. In: Medien praktisch 26,1, 2002, S. 
23–27.

Im Folgenden wollen wir über die Ergebnisse einer
empirischen Studie berichten, die die Frage unter-
sucht hat, welche kollektiven Altersbilder gegen-
wärtig in den deutschen Daily Soaps vermitelt 
werden. Gerade weil die deutschen Seifenopern 
vor allem für die Generation der 14- bis 29-Jähri-
gen ausgestrahlt werden, „Alter“ deshalb nur ne-
benbei thematisiert wird, stellen die Soaps für un-
sere Fragestellung ein relativ zuverlässiges Daten-
material dar. Denn wir vermuten, dass die wenigen
Altersdarstellungen in den Soaps „ehrlicher“ aus-
fallen als in den Sendungen, die an die Erwachse-
nen oder gar an die ältere Generation adressiert 
sind. Sie müssen weniger Rücksicht auf „political 
correctness“ nehmen. (DIPF:/Orig.) [URL] 

Friedman, Regine Mihal: Die unmögliche Spiege-
lung – oder drei Refeae von Schauspielerinnen im 
„kritischen“ Alter. In: Frauen und Film, 50:/51, Juni 
1991, S. 17–30.

Gamliel, Tova (2012) Te Final Act. On the Limita-
tions of the “Mask-of-Aging” Dramaturgical Meta-
phor in Representing the Performing Self. In: Re-
search on Aging 34,5, Sept. 2012, S. 622–645.

Te purpose of this article is to challenge the con-
gruity of dramaturgical metaphors, especially in 
the mask-of-aging thesis among older actors, and 
to eaplore what these metaphors represent for 
them late in their careers. Te case study is a 
group of veteran actors in the Israeli theater who 
subscribe to the Method acting approach. In-depth 
interviews were conducted from 2007 to 2009 with 
22 such actors, aged 62 to 95 years, on the topic of 
their acting profession. Te data suggest that ac-
tors make no distinction between performative self
and interior self in their atempts to defne their 
selves. In contrast to theory, the actors’ work abets
a reversed structure of the self in the acting arena. 
An actor or actress eaperiences a correspondence 
between the mask (“front stage”) and the way in 
which he or she talks to himself or herself (“back 
stage”). Te author discusses the importance of the
performing self for self-esteem under contempora-
neous social circumstances.

http://www.paedml.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Medienbildung_MCO/fileadmin/bibliothek/flueren_altersbild/flueren_altersbild.pdf
http://jdbsc.rug.nl/index.php/groniek/article/viewFile/17678/15148
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Garvey, Adrian: Ageing Masculinity in the Films of 
James Mason. In: Lasting Screen Stars: Images that 
Fade and Personas that Endure. Ed. by Lucy Bolton, 
Lucy &, Julie Lobalzo Wright. London: Palgrave 
Macmillan [2016], S. 141–155.

Garvey uses the late career of James Mason to con-
sider how questions of stardom, performance, and 
gender are infected by ageing. Establishing the ac-
tor’s core screen persona as that of the ‘perverse 
patriarch’, he eaamines how this is deployed and 
modifed in later flms such as North by Northwest, 
against the ageless charisma of Cary Grant, and 
Lolita, where Mason is used to embody the ea-
hausted values of an old Europe. Garvey shows 
how the actor’s combative image, both on- and of-
screen, mellows from the 1960s onwards, and his 
performance style recedes towards minimalism. 
Mason’s acclaimed fnal roles, in Doctor Fischer of 
Geeneva and Te Shooting Party, are analysed as ea-
emplars of his late career style.

Gates, Philippa: Acting His Age? Te Resurrection 
of the ’80s Action Heroes and Teir Aging Stars. In:
Quarterly Review of Film and Video 27,4, 2010, S. 
276–289.

Gerbner, George :/ Gross, Larry :/ Signorielli, Nan-
cy :/ Morgan, Michael: Aging with television: 
images on television drama and conceptions of so-
cial reality. In: Journal of Communication 30, 1980, 
S. 37–48. [URL] 

Göckenjan, Gerd: Das Alter würdigen. Altersbilder 
und Bedeutungswandel des Alters. Frankfurt: Suhr-
kamp 2000, 451 S.(Suhrkamp-Taschenbuch Wissen-
schaf. 1446.).

Allgemein zur gesellschaflichen Hervorbringung 
von Altersvorstellungen.

Goltz, Dustin Bradley: Queer Temporalities in Geay 
Male Representation: Tragedy, Normativity, and Fu-
turity. New York:/London: Routledge 2009, 204 S. 
(Routledge Studies in Rhetoric and Communication.
2.).

Darin v.a.: 3: Victims in:/of Time: Gay Aging as 
Ritualized Horror.
Zuerst als Ph.D.-Tesis, Arizona State University, 
2008, 293 S.

Gräb, Wilhelm :/ Charbonnier, Lars: Medienwirk-
lichkeit – Altersbilder. In: Praktische Teologie des 
Alterns. Hrsg. v. Tomas Klie, Martina Kumlehn u. 
Ralph Kunz. Berlin:/New York: de Gruyter 2009, S. 
311–346 (Praktische Teologie im Wissenschafsdis-
kurs. 4.).

Gravagne, Pamela H.: Te Becoming of Age: Cine-
matic Visions of Mind, Body and Identity in Later 
Life. Jeferson, NC: McFarland 2013, vii, 205 S. 

Zusatzinformationen: “Tis is an eaamination of 
the ways that aging and old age are represented 
and meaning in popular flm. Arguing that the nar-
ratives, discourses, and philosophical positions 
that underlie flmic depictions of growing older are
historical and open to revision, the author evalu-
ates how a given flm both portrays characters and
tells the story of aging itself.“– Provided by pu-
blisher.
Inhalt: Introduction – 1. Understanding and theo-
rizing aging and old age – 2. Masculinities and the 
narrative of decline – 3. Te silence and invisibility
of older women – 4. Intimacy and desire in later 
life – 5. Te cultural work of Alzheimer’s – 6. Age 
as becoming.
Rev. (Daniel Singleton) in: Te Journal of American 
Culture 37,2, June 2014, S. 252–253.

Greenberg, Bradley S. :/ Korzenny, Felipe :/ Atkin, 
Charles K.: Te Portrayal of Aging: Trends on Com-
mercial Television. In: Research on Aging 1, 1980, S. 
319–334. 

Tis study assesses the frequency, atributes, and 
manifest social behaviors of the elderly on net-
work fctional television series in 1975, 1976, and 
1977. Te content analysis shows that the aging re-
present a small and decreasing proportion of all te-
levision characters, with a decline from 4% to 2% 
across the three seasons studied. Elderly characters
appear disproportionately in situation comedies; 
compared to other age groups, the aging are more 
likely to be male and lower class, and less likely to 
break the law. 

Grist, Hannah: I, Anna (2012) and the femme fatale: 
Neo-noir and representations of female old age. In: 
Postgraduate Journal of Women, Ageing and Media, 
1, June 2014, [URL].

Trough teatual analysis this paper eaplores neo-
noir flm I, Anna (Southcombe, 2012). Tis paper 
promotes the concept of the femme fatale in mod-
ern flm noir as having much to ofer women and 
ageing studies. Older women on screen have com-
monly been theorised within two opposing para-
digms: ageing as decline, and ageing successfully. 
Tis paper argues that through a specifc represen-
tation of the aged femme fatale body I, Anna ofers
a destabilisation of the common femme fatale ste-
reotype. Tis contributes a more nuanced under-
standing of women and ageing on screen than the 
representations that are usually discussed in flm 
and:/or ageing studies. Tis paper also marks out 
this neo-noir British flm as an interesting avenue 
from which to eaplore the representation of ageing
women in flm, as eaisting research has so far fo-

http://insight.glos.ac.uk/researchmainpage/ResearchCentres/WAM/PGWAM/Documents/Grist_2014.pdf
http://web.asc.upenn.edu/gerbner/Asset.aspx?assetID=383
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cussed on romantic comedy and bio-pic. Tis pa-
per therefore seeks to add to the growing body of 
new work on female ageing and representations in
the media. 

Hagen, Rochus Andreas: Die Medien und der ältere 
Mensch. Eine Analyse des Altersbildes in Fernsehsen-
dungen von ARD und ZDF. Phil. Diss. Bonn 1985, 
131 S.

Hamad, Hannah: Paternalising the Rejuvenation of 
Later Life Masculinity in Twenty- First Century 
Film. In: In: Ageing, Popular Culture and Contempo-
rary Feminism: Harleys and Hormones. Ed. by Imel-
da Whelehan. Basingstoke [...]: Palgrave Macmillan 
2014, S. 78–92.

Tis chapter deals with a representational recur-
rence in twenty-frst century flm towards the de-
piction of later life masculinity in pronounced pa-
ternal terms. Tis is a phenomenon that can be 
productively interrogated as symptomatic of a 
number of wider cognate discursive trends. Tese 
include the sharp rise in the cultural visibility of 
old age, broader trends in postfeminist culture 
with respect to the confguration of masculinities 
in terms of fatherhood, the powerful appeal of this 
discourse of masculinity in efecting the recupera-
tion of troubled or maligned masculinities, and the
atendant stakes raised for feminism by all of these
issues, especially with respect to the troublingly 
gendered cultural double standards of ageing re-
vealed by their easy negotiability.

Hartmann, K. D.: Das Bild des alten Menschen in 
den Medien. Möglichkeiten des Vorurteilsabbaus. 
In: Zeitschrift für praktische Psychologie 13,4–6, 
1974, S. 238–244.

Hartung-Griemberg, Anja (Hrsg.): Lieben und Al-
tern. Die Konstitution von Alter(n)swirklichkeiten im 
Film. München: kopaed 2011, 310 S.

Ausgehend von der flmischen Darstellung von 
‚Liebe(n) und Alter(n)‘ wird das Tema aus unter-
schiedlichen Perspektiven und in wechselseitiger 
Verschränkung von Wissenschaf und Praais in 
seiner Vielfalt diskutiert. In der Verbindung von 
werkbasierten wissenschaflichen Refeaionen und 
empirische Annäherungen sowie der Besprechung 
zeitgenössischer Filmproduktionen werden 
Schnitfächen von Medienproduktion und Aneig-
nung erkundet und Perspektiven für die Arbeit in 
den je unterschiedlichen Handlungsfeldern ausge-
lotet. Durch das Zusammenspiel von Empirienähe 
und Teorieofenheit, von Praaisrefeaion und der 
Sensibilität für seine zeitgenössische Aktualität 
wird das Tema Liebe(n) und Alter(n) einerseits in 
seinen Faceten diferenziert und andererseits in-

haltlich integriert.

Hartung, Heike (Hrsg.): Alter und Geeschlecht. Reprä-
sentationen, Geeschichten und Teorien des Alter(n)s. 
Bielefeld: Transcript 2005, 280 S. (Gender Studies.).

Allgemein zur gesellschaflichen Konstruktion von
Altersbildern (u.a. in der Werbung).
Rez. (Formanek, Susanne) in: LsHomme 17,1, 2006, 
S. 129–133.

Hartung, Heike :/ Mayerhofer, Roberta (ed.): Narra-
tives of Life: Mediating Age. Wien [...]: LIT-Verlag 
2009, 202 S. (Aging Studies in Europe. 1.).

Enth. u.a. Gabriele Mueller: Te aged traveler. Ci-
nematic representations of post-retirement mascu-
linity :/ 149f. – Swinnen, Aagje M.C.: “One Nice 
Ting about Geting Old is that Nothing Frightens 
You”. From Page to Screen: Rethinking Women’s 
Old Age in Howlss Moving Castle :/ 167–182.

Harwood, Jaje :/ Giles, Howard: ‘Don’t make me 
laugh’: age representations in a humorous conteat. 
In: Discourse & Society 3, 1992, S. 403–436.

Te Geolden Geirls is a highly popular television se-
ries which, since its inception in 1985, has received
praise for presenting the elderly on television in a 
positive light. Research, however, has not investi-
gated the messages of the show in any depth and 
the current study aims to remedy this. A discursive
analysis of the show is conducted to identify ways 
in which the show marks age and achieves humor-
ous efect.

Herwig, Henriete :/ Hülsen-Esch, Andrea von 
(Hrsg.): Alte im Film und auf der Bühne. Neue Al-
tersbilder und Altersrollen in den darstellenden Küns-
ten. Bielefeld: Transcript 2016, 336 S. (Alter(n)skul-
turen. 3.).

Enthält u.a.: Film- und Bühnenkunst aus der Sicht 
kulturwissenschaflicherAlter(n)sforschung :/ Hen-
riete Herwig, Andrea von Hulsen-Esch, Mara 
Stuhlfauth-Trabert, Florian Trabert (9–24). – Doing
age auf den Bühnen des Films. Von alten Helden 
und alten Schauspielern :/ Hans J. Wulf (27–52). – 
Liebe als Selbstfndungsprozess im Alter. Variatio-
nen und Spielarten der späten Liebe im zeitgenös-
sischen Film :/ Anja Hartung (55–71). – Te Spec-
trum of Desire. Late Life Love and Intimacy in 
Hope Springs and Autumn Spring :/ Pamela Grava-
gne (73–94). – Bilder des Begehrens – doing age:/ 
doing desire :/ Lena Eckert, Silke Martin (119–135). 
– Demenz im Spielflm. Andreas Kleinerts Mein 
Vater, Richard Glatzers Still Alice, Til Schweigers 
Honig im Kopf und Nikolaus Leytners Die Auslö-
schung :/ Henriete Herwig (139–176). – Demenz im
Dokumentarflm. Vergessen – die Materie und das 
Selbst :/ Robin Curtis (177–192). – Die Komik des 
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Vergessens. Altersdemenz im japanischen Film am 
Beispiel von Pecoross’ Mother and her Days :/ Elisa-
beth Scherer, Christian Tagsold (193–211). – Al-
ter(n) erleben. Generationsübergreifende und in-
terkulturelle Erfahrungsräume im Film. Sofa Cop-
polas Lost in Translation und Doris Dorries Kirsch-
blüten – Hanami :/ Anita Wohlmann (215–233). – 
Alters-WGs im Film. Stéphane Robelins Et si on vi-
vait tous ensemble? und Ralf Westhofs Wir sind die
Neuen :/ Alina Gierke, Maike Retmann (235–261). 
– „Hand in Hand mit der Sprache :/ bis zuletzt“. 
Anna Ditges’ Dokumentarflm Ich will dich. Über 
die letzten Lebensjahre von Hilde Domin :/ Mara 
Stuhlfauth-Trabert, Florian Trabert (263–279). – 
Krise und Ambivalenz. Zur Altersdarstellung in 
Aleaander Paynes Film About Schmidt :/ Tomas 
Küpper (281–300).

Hiemstra, Roger :/ Goodman, Maureen :/ Middle-
miss, Mary Ann :/ Vosco, Richard :/ Ziegler, Nancy: 
How older persons are portrayed in television ad-
vertising: implications for educators. In: Education-
al Geerontology 9,2–3, 1983, S. 111–122.

Tis article describes an eaamination of recent te-
levision ads, primarily in respect to the treatment 
of older persons. Te purpose was to analyze the 
ads to determine if older people and images of 
aging are portrayed in negative or stereotypical 
ways. A total of 136 commercials were selected for 
content analyses. Te sample of older persons and 
people of other age groups were viewed and coded
by a minimum of two judges. Te most signifcant 
fnding was the absence of the elderly in television
commercials. Only 11 of 358 human characters 
were judged to be 60 or older, only 41 were 50 or 
older. Of the 130 human characters judged to be 
central fgures, only 6 were thought to be 60 or ol-
der. Tis article provides several implications for 
educators. Tey center around the notion that the 
educator must become assertive in helping both 
the older person and the Madison Avenue eaecu-
tive take steps to portray the older person more 
positively and realistically.

Hodges, F.M.: Te penalties of passion and desire: 
love and the aging male in early 20th-century flm. 
In: Aging Male 6,1, March 2003, S. 18–23.

In popular feature flms of the 20th century, the 
aging male is generally presented as a kindly, if 
feeble, old grandfather or as a ruthless villain. A 
handful of flms from this era broke with tradition 
and took the bold step of eaploring the social and 
medical implications of latent seaual impulses in 
this age group. Love for aging males was typically 
presented as a dangerous aberration that held the 
promise of tragic consequences. Tis paper will de-
monstrate that cinematographic presentations of 
geriatric male seauality faithfully adhere to the 

medical dogma of the day.

Hofmann, Dagmar :/ Schwarz, Meike: Visuelle Dar-
stellung und Konteatualisierung älterer Menschen 
in zielgruppenspezifschen Gesundheitsmagazinen 
– eine vergleichende Bildinhaltsanalyse. In: Medien 
& Altern. Zeitschrift für Forschung und Praxis 3,7, 
2015, S. 44– 60. 

Hofmann, Dagmar :/ Schwender, Clemens: Biogra-
phical functions of cinema and flm preferences 
among older German adults: A representative quan-
titative survey. In: Communications: Te European 
Journal of Communication Research 32,4, 2007, S. 
473–491. 

Previous research into flm preferences and func-
tions has looked above all at teenagers and young-
er to middle-aged adults. Tere is a lack of infor-
mation in this area with respect to the behavior 
and preferences of older adults. In this study, for 
the frst time, the ffy-and-older cohort was ques-
tioned in a representative sample about their flm 
preferences. Te analysis shows that the flm pre-
ferences of the majority of those questioned were 
formed before the age of thirty. Tese early prefe-
rences remain relatively stable. Older people gene-
rally prefer flms set in a time period or dealing 
with historic events that they themselves eaperien-
ced and with which they therefore have a certain 
eapertise. With increasing age, older men prefer 
flm genres that otherwise tend to be preferred by 
female viewers. Women, as they are older, tend to 
increasingly prefer female flm content.

Hollstein, Dorothea (1982) Morgen werden wir alt 
und schön sein. Das neue Bild des alten Menschen 
im Film. In: Medien praktisch, 1, S. 18–24. 

Incl. Kataloge u. Filmographie.

Holmlund, Chris (2010) Celebrity, Ageing and Ja-
ckie Chan: Middle-Aged Asian in Transnational Ac-
tion. In: Celebrity Studies 1,1, 2010, S. 96–112.

Assessing ageing is one of the key tasks confront-
ing celebrity and star studies today. If flm could 
refect upon its own relation to death only from 
the 1950s on, in flms such as Sunset Boulevard 
(1950) and Whatever Happened to Baby Jane (1962),
where ‘the aging process of the frst generation of 
stars eaposed a glamour worn thin on screen’, to-
day ‘the allure of the star’ is most defnitely ‘inse-
parable from his or her heroism and ruin’ (Celeste 
2005, Journal of Popular Film and Television, 33, S. 
32, 29). Today, moreover, middle age increasingly 
matters. With 78 million people in the US aged 44–
62, internet and print marketing, movies, television
and more tout rejuvenation through Botoa, stero-
ids, plastic surgery and wardrobe:/cosmetic make-
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overs. Hollywood stars and celebrities point us to-
wards a brave new world where mature adulthood 
is seen primarily in chronological, biological and 
medical terms. It is no coincidence that photo-
graphs of healthy, wealthy stars grace each issue 
of AARP Magazine. Trainers, nips, tucks, lighting, 
make-up and digital retouching all help. Nor is it 
coincidence that roughly half are men – most 
white; a goodly number black. What, however, of 
middle-aged, Asian, male celebrities? Global mega-
star Jackie Chan ofers the perfect opportunity to 
eaplore ageing, race and masculinity in transna-
tional action. Drawing upon Gina Marcheti’s anal-
ysis of Chan’s ‘feaible masculinity’ in the Rush 
hour trilogy (2009), I study the nine flms released 
theatrically post-2000 featuring the middle-aged 
star. In conclusion, I speculate upon what the fu-
ture will bring, remembering that we are all ‘aged. 
by culture.’ Screen Actors Guild (SAG) statistics 
chillingly indicate just how few roles are available 
to actors (if especially to actresses) of all races af-
ter 40. Asians in particular are marginalised. Might
other models of ageing be possible? How do flm 
stars and celebrities impact upon conceptions and 
eaperiences of ageing today in our increasingly 
‘mediagenic’ culture? Jackie Chan serves here as 
‘special case’ and as ‘test case’.

Hoppe, Teresa :/ Tischer, Ulrike :/ Philippsen, 
Christine :/ Hartmann-Tews, Ilse: Inszenierung von 
Alter(n) und älteren Menschen in TV-Werbespots. 
In: Zeitschrift für Geerontologie und Geeriatrie 49,4, 
2016, S. 317–326.

Gegenstand der vorliegenden Studie ist die Analy-
se aktueller Bilder über das Alter, das Älterwerden 
und ältere Menschen in der TV-Werbung. Insge-
samt wurden auf der Basis einer systematischen 
Stichprobe 114 unterschiedliche Werbespots mit 
Altersbezug auf 2 privaten sowie 2 öfentlich-
rechtlichen Fernsehsendern aufgezeichnet und 
mittels quantitativer sowie qualitativer Inhaltsana-
lyse ausgewertet. Aus diesen Werbespots wurden 
Daten zu 131 älteren Personen (ca. 50?+ Jahre) ana-
lysiert. Die beworbenen Produkte sind v.a. Lebens-
mittel und darüber hinaus Produkte aus den Berei-
chen Medizin:/Gesundheit, Versicherungen und 
Kosmetik. Noch immer liegt in der TV-Werbung 
eine deutliche Unterrepräsentanz Älterer vor. 
Gleichzeitig besteht die Tendenz hin zu einer posi-
tiven Inszenierung. Die Werbung entwirf damit 
ein Idealbild des Älterwerdens und Altseins. 

Hori, Hikari: Aging, gender, and seauality in Japa-
nese popular cultural discourse: pornographer Sa-
chi Hamano and her rebellious flm Lily Festival 
(Yurisai). In: Faces of Aging: Te Lived Experiences of
the Elderly in Japan. Ed. by Yoshiko Matsumoto. 
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2011, S. 

109–134.

Ionita, Maria: Niki and Dante: Aging and Death in 
Contemporary Romanian Cinema. In: Film Criti-
cism 34,2–3, 2010, S. 37–50.

Jäckel, Michael: Ältere Menschen in der Werbung. 
In: Medien und höheres Lebensalter. Teorie – For-
schung – Praxis. Hrsg. v. Bernd Schorb, Anja Har-
tung u. Wolfgang Reißmann. Wiesbaden: VS, Verlag
für Sozialwissenschafen 2009, S. 130–145.

James, Caryn. Film view: old age, with a fresh wrin-
kle. In: Te New York Times 140, 2.6.1991, Sect. 2, S. 
15+ [ges. 2 S.].

Jermyn, Deborah: ‘Get a life, ladies. Your old one is 
not coming back’. Ageing, ageism and the lifespan 
of female celebrity. In: Celebrity Studies 3,1, 2012, S. 
1–12.

Einleitung zum Temenhef Back in the Spotlight: 
Female Celebrity and Ageing.

Jermyn, Deborah: ‘Glorious, glamorous and that old
standby, amorous’: Te late blossoming of Diane 
Keaton’s romantic comedy career. In: Celebrity Stu-
dies 3,1, 2012, S. 37–51.

In recent years, following flms such as Some-
thingss Geota Geive (2003), Mamass Boy (2007) and 
Because I Said So (2007), Diane Keaton has emerged
as ‘the poster woman’ for a body of newly infect-
ed romantic comedies, flms which have placed the
desire of and for an older woman heroine at their 
centre. Trough teatual analysis, particularly of 
Somethingss Geota Geive (which was widely touted 
as her ‘comeback’ vehicle) and media discourses 
surrounding both this flm and Keaton more 
broadly during this period, this article eaplores 
how Keaton returned to such prominence, specif-
cally in this genre and at an age when it is typical-
ly presumed most women actors will have receded 
from the spotlight. I suggest three key themes 
emerge from this analysis. First, for many audien-
ces, Keaton carries what we might call a heighten-
ed (and gratifying) sense of history, that is, that 
her oeuvre has built over the course of some four 
decades to shore up a recognisable performance 
style and to enable numerous refeaive connections
across her flms. Second, Keaton is a star whose 
performance style and characters are recurrently 
received or understood as being enmeshed with 
the ‘real’ Diane Keaton. Tird (and linked to both 
of these), over time the theme of motherhood 
emerges as increasingly signifcant to both her flm
roles and the media coverage of her. What, then, 
might her later career and the blossoming of her 
romcom persona have to tell us about the contem-
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porary Hollywood flm industry, about the rom-
com genre and about the place of older female 
stars within all this?

Jermyn, Deborah: ‘Te (un-Botoaed) Face of a Hol-
lywood Revolution’. Meryl Streep and the ‘Greying’
of Mainstream Cinema. In: Ageing, Popular Culture 
and Contemporary Feminism: Harleys and Hor-
mones. Ed. by Imelda Whelehan. Basingstoke [...]: 
Palgrave Macmillan 2014, S. 108–123.

In a January 2010 Vanity Fair profle of Meryl 
Streep, Leslie Bennets proclaimed with some won-
der that against all eapectations in an industry 
seemingly preoccupied by youth, at 60 the star had
become Hollywood’s ‘new boa-ofce queen’. With 
a record-breaking 18 Academy Award nominations
(including three wins) under her belt and a flm ca-
reer dating back to 1977, Streep’s CV might be 
considered eaceptional by anyone’s standards in 
terms of longevity and critical success. Yet as Ben-
nets noted, ‘even her most ardent fans, until re-
cently, wouldn’t have linked her name with block-
buster receipts.’ Following the phenomenal success
of Mamma Mia! (Phyllida Lloyd, 2008) and Julie 
and Julia (Nora Ephron, 2009), however, Streep has
become boa-ofce gold. Since it has long been re-
ceived wisdom in the industry that studio eaecu-
tives and the highly sought afer young male audi-
ence have litle interest in flms about women, and 
even less about older ones, Streep’s reinvention 
was all the more remarkable; it was nothing short 
of ‘a Hollywood revolution’, in fact, as the subse-
quent success of rom-com Itss Complicated (Nancy 
Meyers, 2010) underlined further still. Indeed, the 
boa-ofce performance of all these flms appears to
point to changes in cinema-going demographics 
and the growing evidence that ‘new’ audiences, in-
cluding groups of older women, are becoming in-
creasingly important to the industry.

Jermyn, Deborah :/ Holmes, Su (eds.): Women, Cele-
brity and Cultures of Ageing: Freeze Frame. Basing-
stoke, Hampshire:/New York: Palgrave Macmillan 
2015, aiii, 203 S.

Inhalt: Deborah Jermyn, Su Holmes: Introduction: 
A Timely Intervention. Unravelling the Gender:/ 
Age:/Celebrity Matria :/ 1. – Su Holmes, Deborah 
Jermyn: Here, Tere and Nowhere: Ageing, Gender
and Celebrity Studies :/ 11. – Karen Randell, Aleais 
Weedon: Reconfguring Elinor Glyn: Ageing Fe-
male Eaperience and the Origins of the ‘It Girl’ :/ 
25. – Martin Shingler: Bete Davis: Acting and Not 
Acting Her Age :/ 43. – Sadie Wearing: Moms Ma-
bley and Whoopi Goldberg: Age, Comedy and Ce-
lebrity :/ 59. – Rona Murray: ‘Je joue le role d’une 
petite vieille, rondouillarde et bavarde, qui raconte 
sa vie...’ [‘I am playing the role of a litle old lady, 
pleasantly plump and talkative, who is telling the 

story of her life...’]: Te Signifcance of Agnes Var-
da’s Old Lady Onscreen :/ 77. – Nathalie Weidhase: 
Ageing Grace:/Fully: Grace Jones and the Queering 
of the Diva Myth :/ 97. – Susan Berridge: From the 
Woman Who ‘Had It All’ to the Tragic, Ageing 
Spinster: Te Shifing Star Persona of Jennifer 
Aniston :/ 112. – Deborah Jermyn: ‘Don’t Wear 
Beige – It Might Kill You’: Te Politics of Ageing 
and Visibility in Fabulous Fashionistas :/ 127. – 
Melanie Williams: Te Best Eaotic Graceful Ager: 
Dame Judi Dench and Older Female Celebrity :/ 
146. – Hannah Hamad: ‘I’m Not Past My Sell By 
Date Yet!’: Sarah Jane’s Adventures in Postfeminist
Rejuvenation and the Later-Life Celebrity of Elisa-
beth Sladen :/ 162. – Ros Jenning, Eva Krainitzki: 
‘Call the Celebrity’: Voicing the Eaperience of Wo-
men and Ageing through the Distinctive Vocal 
Presence of Vanessa Redgrave :/ 178.
Rev. (Amy Muckleroy Carwile) in: Journalism & 
Mass Communication Quarterly 94,3, Sept. 2017, S. 
928–929. 

Jürgens, Hans W.: Untersuchung zum Bild der älte-
ren Menschen in den elektronischen Medien. Kiel: 
Malik Regional 1994, 88 S. (Temen, Tesen, Teori-
en. 4 .).

Jürgens, Hans W.: Das Bild des älteren Menschen in
den elektronischen Medien. In: Forum Demographie
und Politik 6, 1994, S. 157–175.

Jürgens, Hans W.: Ältere Menschen in deutschen 
TV-Sendungen – Zerr- oder Spiegelbilder? In: Me-
dien + Erziehung 40,5, 1996, S. 267–270.

Kade, Sylvia: „Unsere Leichen lieben noch ...“ Über 
die alternden Frauenidole in Rosa von Praunheims 
Arbeiten. In: Feministische Studien 2,1, 1983, S. 125.

Kaklamanidou, Bety: Pride and prejudice: celebrity 
versus fctional cougars. In: Celebrity Studies 3,1, 
2012, S. 78–89.

Tis article eaplores the various forms that the 
‘cougar’ – the mature and sophisticated woman 
who dates younger men – takes in television and 
flm in the new millennium, contrasting fctional 
representations with ‘real’ celebrity cougars cur-
rently in the media spotlight. First, it eaamines the 
flm cougar in a new cycle of the romantic comedy
that emerged in the 2000s (Rebound, 2009, I Could 
Never Be Your Woman, 2007, Prime, 2005, Some-
thingss Geota Geive, 2003); flms which concentrate 
on and:/or include relationships between older wo-
men and younger men, reversing the traditional 
May–December cycle of the 1950s. It also eaa-
mines Cougar Town, the ABC sitcom launched in 
September 2009, starring Courteney Coa as a re-
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cently divorced, 40–something woman who starts 
sleeping with younger men in order to replace her 
lost youth. Cougar Town is especially signifcant to 
this movement, since Coa is also a ‘real’-life cele-
brity cougar who married a younger man and is 
not afraid to embrace the label atached to her by 
the media. Drawing on eaisting celebrity theory, 
this article eaplores the reactions that surround 
this ‘new’ woman, which range from prejudice and
even contempt to positive embrace and accep-
tance. Using teatual analysis of both fctional re-
presentations and media discourses about famous 
cougars, I refect on how the ‘real’ cougar trans-
lates into the fctional one and whether both sets 
of representations negate or empower women in 
the twenty-frst century.

Kaplan, E. Ann: Te Unconscious of Age: Perfor-
mances in Psychoanalysis, Film, and Popular Cul-
ture. In: Staging Age: Te Performance of Age in Te-
atre, Dance, and Film. Ed. by Valerie Barnes Lips-
comb & Leni Marshall. New York [...]: Palgrave 
Macmillan 2010, S. 27–56.

Katz, Anne Rose: Olle Kamellen – fern gesehen. In: 
Medien + Erziehung 39,6, 1995, S. 384.

Kempa, Sabine M.: Gereif: Das Kino entdeckt ältere
Menschen. In: Heilberufe 68,12, 2016, S. 54–56.

Kessler, Eva Maria :/ Rakoczy, Kathrin :/ Staudinger, 
Ursula M.: Te portrayal of older people in televi-
sion series: the match with gerontological evidence.
In: Ageing and Society 24, 2004, S. 531–552.

Empirical studies in several disciplines including 
sociology, psychology and communications sci-
ence have investigated images of older people in 
the mass media, but analyses to date have failed 
systematically to apply gerontological concepts 
and to compare the portrayal of old age with ‘real-
world’ evidence. A model of older people’s internal
and eaternal resources was used to assess the por-
trayal of older people in prime-time television dra-
ma series. Tree hours of programmes broadcast 
over sia weeks in 2001 of 32 prime-time television 
series on the four German networks with the lar-
gest market shares were eaamined. Te age of 355 
portrayed characters were estimated, and the so-
cio-economic, health-related and psychological re-
sources of the 30 characters rated as 60 years or ol-
der were assessed. Observational categories and 
rating dimensions were developed on the basis of 
the resource model. Older people were heavily un-
der-represented, especially women and those of 
advanced old age. Furthermore, the representation 
of older people’s social participation and fnancial 
resources was overly positive. Finally, older wo-

men and men were portrayed in traditional gender
roles. Te antecedents and consequences of the bi-
ased portrayals (of old and young people) are dis-
cussed from a psychological perspective.

Kessler, Eva-Marie: Altersbilder in den Medien – 
Wirklichkeit oder Illusion? In: Medien und höheres 
Lebensalter. Teorie – Forschung – Praxis. Hrsg. v. 
Bernd Schorb, Anja Hartung u. Wolfgang Reiß-
mann. Wiesbaden: VS, Verlag für Sozialwissen-
schaften 2009, S. 146–156.

Kessler, Eva-Marie :/ Rakoczy, Katrin :/ Staudinger, 
Ursula: Te portrayal of older people in prime time 
television series. Te match with gerontological 
evidence. In: Ageing and Society 24,4, 2004, S. 531–
552.

Ketell, Marjorie E.: Reminiscence and the late life 
search for ego integrity. Ingmar Bergman’s Wild 
Strawberries. In: Journal of Geeriatric Psychiatry 34,1,
2001, S. 9–41.

Reminiscence and life review are potentially efec-
tive treatments for depressive symptoms in the el-
derly and may thus ofer a valuable alternative to 
psychotherapy or pharmacotherapy. Especially in 
non-institutionalised elderly people-who ofen 
have untreated depression-it may prove to be an 
effective, safe and acceptable form of treatment. 
Randomized trials with sufcient statistical power 
are necessary to confrm the results of this study.

King, Neil: Old Cops. Occupational Aging in a Film 
Genre.In: Staging Age: Te Performance of Age in 
Teatre, Dance, and Film. Ed. by Valerie Barnes Lips-
comb & Leni Marshall. New York [...]: Palgrave 
Macmillan 2010, S. 57–84.

Kirsner, Inge: Im Spiegel ein fremdes Bild. Gedan-
ken zum Alter(n) im Film. In: Rivuzumwami, Car-
men :/ Schäfer-Bossert, Stefanie (Hrsg.): Aufbruch 
ins Alter. Ein Lese-, Denk- und Praxisbuch. Stutgart: 
Kohlhammer 2008, S. 26–32.

Korzenny, Felipe :/ Neuendorf, Kimberley A.: Televi-
sion viewing and self-concept of the elderly. In: 
Journal of Communication 30,1, 1980, S. 71–80.

Kübler, Hans-Dieter: Medientabu: Alter-Fetisch :/ 
Jugendlichkeit. In: Medien praktisch 17,4, 1993, S. 
35–42.

Kübler, Hans-Dieter: Alter und Medien. In: Jürgen 
Hüther :/ Bernd Schorb (Hrsg.): Gerundbegrife Medi-
enpädagogik. 4., vollständig neu konzipierte Auf. 
München: Kopäd 2005, S. 17–23.
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Auch unter [URL]. 

Kübler, Hans-Dieter: Medien und Alter als Gegen-
stand der Medienforschung in Deutschland. In: Me-
dien und höheres Lebensalter. Teorie – Forschung – 
Praxis. Hrsg. v. Bernd Schorb, Anja Hartung u. 
Wolfgang Reißmann. Wiesbaden: VS, Verlag für So-
zialwissenschafen 2009, S. 97–113.

Alter als eigene Lebensphase ist erst in den letzten 
Jahrzehnten infolge der anhaltenden demograf-
schen Veränderungen in allen Industrienationen 
ins öfentliche wie wissenschafliche Blickfeld ge-
raten und hat diverse gerontologische Teildiszipli-
nen hervorgerufen: Bekanntlich werden die mo-
dernen Gesellschafen insofern immer älter, als der
Anteil und die Zahl der älteren, über 60-jährigen 
Menschen an der gesamten Population zunehmen 
(in der Bundesrepublik steigt ihr Anteil von unter 
20 Prozent Anfang der 80er Jahre auf voraussicht-
lich 35 Prozent bis zum Jahr 2030 – 2004 waren 
20,5 Millionen 60 Jahre und älter, darunter fast 60 
Prozent Frauen). Die Menschen – insbesondere 
Frauen mit einer um gut fünf Jahre längeren Le-
benserwartung als Männer – werden durchschnit-
lich immer älter und damit, aber auch infolge ar-
beitsmarktpolitischer Maßnahmen der letzten Zeit,
dehnt sich die Phase der Erwerbslosigkeit bzw. der 
Rente aus.

Küpper, Tomas (2010) Filmreif. Das Alter in Kino 
und Fernsehen. Berlin: Bertz + Fischer, 102 S. (Medi-
en – Kultur. 2.).

Vor dem Hintergrund des demographischen Wan-
dels sind breite Diskussionen über neue Alterskul-
turen in Gang gekommen. Auch Kino und Fernse-
hen sind daran beteiligt. Das Alter steht in völlig 
unterschiedlichen Genres im Scheinwerferlicht: 
vom Roadmovie und Western über Sciencefction 
und Action, Kriminal- und Liebesflm bis hin zur 
Sitcom und Doku-Soap. In dieser Vielfalt zeigen 
Kino und Fernsehen buchstäblich „Altersbilder in 
Bewegung“: Die Rollen, die dem Alter zukommen, 
sind nicht starr; vielmehr werden überkommene 
Rollenmuster in Frage gestellt und neue Hand-
lungsspielräume erkundet. Das Buch beleuchtet fl-
mische Altersbilder anhand ausgewählter Beispie-
le, unter anderen Derrick (1974–98), Star Trek II: 
Te Wrath of Khan / Der Zorn des Khan (1982), Te 
Geolden Geirls (1985–92), Unforgiven / Erbarmungslos
(1992), About Schmidt (2002), Rocky Balboa (2006) 
und Wolke 9 (2008).

Küpper, Tomas: Alte Helden. Das Alter und das 
Älterwerden als Filmmotiv. In: Pro Alter – Selbstbe-
stimmt älter werden. Das Fachmagazin für Lebens-
qualität 43,4, Juli:/Aug. 2011, S. 29–31.

Last, Sandra Helene: Images of the Elderly in Ameri-
can Film, 1970–1985: Stereotypes and Social Issues in 
the Geeriatric Geenre. Ph.D. Tesis, University of 
Southern California, 1988, vi, 177 S.

American flm has served as educator and purvey-
or of cultural consensus since the frst grainy pho-
tographs sped across the consciousness of movie 
audiences everywhere. From silents to sound, from
the brilliant teatures of black-and-white photogra-
phy to the impact and immediacy of Technicolor, 
the movies have enlightened as well as entertained
generations of viewers. Te purpose of this study 
was to analyze the portrayal of old people in Ame-
rican flms about the elderly produced between 
1970–1985. In addition to discussing the characte-
rization of the aged in specifc roles, the study also 
described the various social issues raised and eval-
uated the manner in which the lives of old people 
were presented. Afer summarizing how American
flm has portrayed older people during the past 60 
years, the study focused on “the geriatric genre.” 
Between 1970 and 1985, Hollywood began produc-
ing movies specifcally about the elderly, featuring 
well-known older actors and actresses in stories 
that centered on themes and issues relevant to 
aging. Utilizing criteria derived largely from the 
review of related literature, seven selected flms 
were subjected to a detailed content analysis. It 
was found that the majority of American flms 
produced between 1930–1985 portrayed elderly 
characters stereotypically. Te “geriatric genre,” on
the other hand, ofered fully rounded personalities 
beset with the problems, conficts, and concerns of 
contemporary aging. An emotional or spiritual 
“quest” is a key element for the central characters 
in each selected flm, and resolution leads to a 
sense of inner peace and an acceptance of mortali-
ty. Te study concluded that the “geriatric genre” 
offers a basically realistic view of old age in Ame-
rica, and therefore may educate audiences to the 
positive values inherent in an active, involved old 
age. Recommendations included: (1) an investiga-
tion into the background and development of the 
“geriatric genre“; (2) an eaamination of the presen-
tation of old people of difering racial and ethnic 
backgrounds in American flm; and (3) a compara-
tive study of the portrayal of old people in the 
flms of various countries. (Copies available eaclu-
sively from Micrographics Department, Doheny 
Library, USC, Los Angeles, CA 90089–0182.)

Lauzen, Martha M. :/ Dozier, David M.: Recognition 
and Respect Revisited: Portrayals of Age and Gen-
der in Prime-Time Television. In: Mass Communica-
tion & Society 8,3, 2005, S. 241–256.

Analyzing prime-time programs from the 2002–
2003 season, this study eaamined the recognition 
and respect aforded characters in varying demo-

https://www.lmz-bw.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Medienbildung_MCO/fileadmin/bibliothek/kuebler_alter/kuebler_alter.pdf
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graphic groups. Although Americans 60 and older 
constitute 18% of the population, fndings indicate 
that such individuals comprised only 4% of major 
characters in prime-time television. Overall, up to 
age 60, leadership and occupational power increas-
ed with age. However, middle-aged males were 
more likely to play leadership roles and wield oc-
cupational power than their female counterparts.

Lauzen, Martha M. :/ Dozier, David M.: Maintaining 
the double standard: Portrayals of age and gender 
in popular flms. In: Sex Roles 52, 2005, S. 437–446.

An analysis of the top 100 domestic grossing flms 
of 2002 found evidence of a lingering double stan-
dard for aging female and male characters. Overall,
major male characters outnumbered major female 
characters (73% vs. 27%); the majority of male cha-
racters were in their 30s and 40s, and the majority 
of female characters were in their 20s and 30s. 
Both women and men in their 60s and older were 
dramatically underrepresented compared to their 
representation in the US population. For male cha-
racters, leadership and occupational power in-
creased with age. Men in their 40s, 50s, and 60s 
were more likely to play leadership roles and wield
occupational power than were their female coun-
terparts. As female characters aged, they were less 
likely to have goals.

Lehr, Ursula :/ Niederfranke, Annete: Altersbilder 
und Altersstereotype. In: Geerontologie. Medizini-
sche, psychologische und sozialwissenschaftliche 
Gerundbegrife. Hrsg. von Wolf D. Oswald [...]. 2., 
überarb. u. erw. Auf. Stutgart [...]: Kohlhammer 
1991, S. 38–46.

Lemish, Dafna :/ Muhlbauer, Varda: “Can’t Have it 
All”: Representations of Older Women in Popular 
Culture. In: Women & Terapy 35,3–4, 2012, S. 165–
180.

Representations of older women in the media are 
defned by the double marginalization of age and 
gender. Te analysis presented here illustrates four
major stages in the development of such images: 
invisibility of older women, stereotypization, ghet-
toization, and integration. All of these forms con-
tinue to circulate simultaneously in popular media 
at the current time. Te feminist critique of these 
representations suggests that they might be play-
ing a signifcant role in how women interpret and 
eaperience aging. Tus, the authors argue that the 
complea dialogue between media representations 
of older women and the lived realities of these wo-
men may have meaningful implications for femi-
nist therapy.

Lien-Shu, Chin :/ Zhang, Yan Bing :/ Hummert, Mary
Lee: Older Adults in Prime-Time Television Dramas
in Taiwan: Prevalence, Portrayal, and Communica-
tion Interaction. In: Journal of Cross-Cultural Geeron-
tology, 24, Dec. 2009, S. 355f.

Te content analysis revealed that older charac-
ters, regardless of sea, appeared less frequently 
and in less prominent roles than other adult cha-
racters, but not in comparison to adolescents and 
children. Te older characters who did appear, 
however, were predominantly portrayed as cogni-
tively sound and physically healthy. Te thematic 
analysis provided a diferent picture, showing that 
older characters talked about age eaplicitly, strate-
gically linking it to death and despondence, to in-
fuence younger characters. Communication be-
havior themes identifed included supporting, su-
periority, and controlling for older characters, and 
reverence:/respect for younger characters. Findings
are compared to those from similar studies of U.S. 
media and discussed from a Cultivation Teory 
perspective in terms of their reinforcement of Chi-
nese age stereotypes and the traditional values of 
flial piety and age hierarchy in the conteat of glo-
balization and culture change.

Lincoln, Anne E. :/ Allen, Michael Patrick: Double 
Jeopardy in Hollywood: Age and Gender in the Ca-
reers of Film Actors, 1926–1999. In: Sociological Fo-
rum 19,4, Dec. 2004, S. 611–631.

Tere have been few studies of the concept af 
“double jeopardy” as il pertains to the efects of 
gender and aging on occupational outcomes. Tis 
research eaamines the utility of this concept in the 
feld of flm acting, traditionally a gender-integrat-
ed occupation. Te results confrm signifcant neg-
ative efects of being female and being older on the
number of fhn roles received by actors and their 
average star presence. Moreover, the gendered ef-
fects of aging on the career opportunities of actors 
have diminished somewhat over time with respect 
to number of flm roles but not with respect to star
presence.

Lippe, Richard: Travels With My Aunt: romanticism 
and aging. In: Cineaction, 50, 1999, S. 16–19.

Lipscomb, Valerie Barnes :/ Marshall, Leni (eds.): 
Staging Age: Te Performance of Age in Teatre, 
Dance, and Film. New York: Palgrave Macmillan 
2010, a, 238 S.

Inhalt: Introduction – Film. “Tat younger, fresher 
woman”: old wives for new (1918) and Holly-
wood’s cult of youth :/ Heather Addison – Te un-
conscious of age: performances in psychoanalysis, 
flm and popular culture :/ E. Ann Kaplan – Old 
cops: occupational aging in a flm genre :/ Neal 
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King – Teatre. Performing female age in Shake-
speare’s plays :/ Janet Hill & Valerie Barnes Lips-
comb – Mediating childhood: how child spectators 
interpret actors’ bodies in theatrical media :/ 
Jeanne Klein – “What age am I now? And I?”: the 
science of the aged voice in Becket’s plays :/ Ruth 
Pe Palileo – Molière’s Miser, old age, and potency :/
Allen Wood – Dance. Old dogs, new tricks: inter-
generational dance :/ Jessica Berson – Age and the 
dance artist :/ Barbara Dickinson – Still tapping af-
ter all these years: age and respect in tap dance :/ 
Wendy Oliver.

Mares, Marie-Louise :/ Cantor, Joanne: Elderly view-
ers’ responses to televised portrayals of old age. 
Empathy and mood management versus social 
comparison. In: Communication Research 19,4, 1992,
S. 459–478.

Tis study eaamined the efects of diferently va-
lenced portrayals of old age on the emotional re-
sponses of elderly viewers. Lonely and nonlonely 
elderly people (as determined in a pretest) were 
given a series of descriptions of television oferings
and indicated the degree to which they desired to 
see each program. In a separate session, they were 
randomly assigned to view a negative portrayal 
(involving an unhappy, isolated old man) or a posi-
tive portrayal (involving a happy, socially integrat-
ed old man). Te results indicated that lonely sub-
jects showed greater interest in viewing negative 
than positive portrayals, whereas nonlonely sub-
jects eahibited the opposite preference. In addition,
lonely subjects felt beter afer viewing the nega-
tive portrayal than afer the positive portrayal, 
whereas nonlonely subjects felt beter afer the po-
sitive than afer the negative portrayal. Te fnd-
ings therefore indicated that elderly viewers may 
beneft from varied portrayals of old age more 
than from uniformly positive or negative depic-
tions.

Markson Elizabeth W.: Te female aging body 
through flm. In: Aging Bodies: Images and Everyday
Experience. Ed. by Christopher A. Faircloth. Walnut 
Creek, Cal.:/Oaford: AltaMira Press 2003, S. 77–102.

Markson Elizabeth W. :/ Carol A. Taylor: Te mirror 
has two faces. In: Ageing and Society 20,2, March 
2000, S. 137–160.

Have changing demographics, increased life eapec-
tancy and fndings about gender similarities and 
differences, altered portrayals of older people in 
American feature flms during the past 65 years? 
We identifed 3,038 flms made between 1929 and 
1995 in which actors and actresses, nominated at 
least once during their lifetimes for an Oscar 
award, appeared when aged 60 years or older. Aca-

demy Award nominees were selected because they 
ofered a sample of ‘notable’ performers and an ac-
cessible database. We selected an eight per cent 
random sample for a content analysis of their 
roles. Troughout this period, men were more like-
ly to be depicted as vigorous, employed and in-
volved in same-gender friendships and adventure 
(whether as hero or villain). Women remained ei-
ther peripheral to the action or were portrayed as 
rich dowagers, wives:/mothers, or lonely spinsters. 
Despite changing gender roles in later life since 
the 1930s and despite social and economic changes
for older Americans (earlier retirement age and 
beter health are but two eaamples), their flm 
roles have remained remarkably static in age and 
gender stereotyping. In feature flms, the mask of 
ageing difers by gender. Male masks veil inactivity
and physical changes, while female masks reveal 
ageist and seaist stereotypes.

Marr, Mathew J.: Representation and the Cultural 
Politics of Aging in Justino, un asesino de la tercera
edad (La Cuadrilla, 1994). In: Studies in Hispanic Ci-
nema 6,2, 2009, S. 139–54.

Marr, Mathew J.: Te Politics of Age and Disability 
in Contemporary Spanish Film: Plus Ultra Pluralism. 
New York:/Abingdon, Oaon: Routledge, 2013, aii, 
194 S. (Routledge Advances in Film Studies. 20.). 

Eaamines the onscreen construction of adolescent, 
elderly, and disabled subjects in Spanish cinema 
from 1992 to the present. Applying a dual lens of 
flm analysis and theory drawn from the allied 
felds of youth, age, and disability studies, this stu-
dy is set both within and against a conversation on
cultural diversity—with respect to gender, seaual, 
and ethnic identity—which has driven not only 
much of the past decade’s most visible and fruitful 
scholarship on representation in Spanish flm, but 
also the broader parameters of discourse on post-
Transition Spain in the humanities. Presenting an 
engaging, and heretofore under-eaplored, interdis-
ciplinary approach to images of multiculturalism 
in what has emerged as one of recent Spain’s most 
vibrant areas of cultural production, this book 
brings a fresh, while still complementary, critical 
sensibility to the feld of contemporary Peninsular 
flm studies through its detailed discussion of sia 
contemporary flms (by Salvador García Ruiz, 
Achero Mañas, Santiago Aguilar & Luis Guridi, 
Marcos Carnevale, Alejandro Amenábar, and Pedro
Almodóvar) and supporting reference to the pro-
duction of other prominent and emerging flm-
makers.

Mars, Marie-Louise :/ Cantor, Joanne: Elderly view-
ers’ responses to televised portrayals of old age: 
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Empathy and mood management versus social 
comparison. In: Communication Research 19,4, 1992,
S. 459–478.

Mayer, Anne-Kathrin: Vermitelte Altersbilder und 
individuelle Altersstereotype. In: Medien und höhe-
res Lebensalter. Teorie – Forschung – Praxis. Hrsg. v.
Bernd Schorb, Anja Hartung u. Wolfgang Reiß-
mann. Wiesbaden: VS, Verlag für Sozialwissen-
schaften 2009, S. 114–129.

Individuelle Altersbilder als Vorstellungen über 
alte Menschen, das Altwerden und Altsein bilden 
sich bereits sehr früh im Lebenslauf heraus. Schon 
im Vorschulalter sind Kinder in der Lage, Personen
aufgrund ihres Alters zu kategorisieren und deren 
vermeintlich typische Merkmale (z.B. „graue Haa-
re“) zu benennen. Ebenso nehmen sie Wertungen 
vor, indem sie z.B. angeben, weniger gern neben 
älteren Menschen sitzen zu wollen. Altersdarstel-
lungen, die über die Medien vermitelt werden, 
stellen dabei neben persönlichen Erfahrungen mit 
älteren Menschen (z.B. Familienmitgliedern, Nach-
barn) und Beobachtungen fremder älterer Men-
schen im öfentlichen Raum (z.B. beim Einkaufen, 
auf der Straße) eine bedeutsame Quelle dar, aus 
der individuelle Altersbilder gespeist werden. Die-
se Bilder erscheinen deshalb so bedeutsam, weil sie
zahlreiche Efekte auf jüngere wie auch ältere 
Menschen besitzen. So beeinfussen sie das (Inter-
aktions-)Verhalten gegenüber älteren Menschen, 
sie liefern Vergleichsmaßstäbe zur Bewertung des 
eigenen Alternsprozesses und sie wirken sich auf 
das Selbstbild, das Selbstwertgefühl und die Le-
benszufriedenheit älterer Menschen aus.

McKee Patrick :/ McLerran, Jennifer: Te Old Pro-
spector: Te Treasure of the Sierra Madre as Eaem-
plar of Old Age in Popular Film. In: Te Internation-
al Journal of Aging and Human Development 40,1, 
1995, S. 1–8.

Popular flms ofen feature representations of older
people and interpretations of the aging eaperience.
Interpretations of aging in flm parallel concepts 
and theories in contemporary gerontology. Tis ar-
ticle eaamines gerontological themes in the classic 
popular flm, Te Treasure of the Sierra Madre. Te 
ubiquity of aging motifs in popular flm ofers ge-
rontology a signifcant opportunity for public edu-
cation.

Mermelstein, David: Ages of Fear. In: Variety 417,5, 
14.12.2009, S. A2–A4.

Te article eaamines the difculties facing older 
motion picture actors and actresses in fnding lead 
roles in flms. Te dominant role of young adults 
in motion picture audiences has led producers to 
avoid scripts focusing on older or middle-aged per-

sons. Veteran actor Jef Bridges, whose role in the 
motion picture Crazy Heart is an eaception to this 
trend, notes that the recession means that fewer 
motion pictures of any kind are being produced.

Miller, Darryl W. :/ Leyell, Teresita S. :/ Mazachek, 
Juliann: Stereotypes of the elderly in U.S. television 
commercials from the 1950s to the 1990s. In: Te In-
ternational Journal of Aging and Human Develop-
ment 58,4, 2004, S. 315–340.

Critics have charged that American advertisers 
have ofen portrayed the elderly with negative ste-
reotypes. Tese negative portrayals, they suggest, 
not only ofend elderly consumers but also contri-
bute to ageism. Tis study eaamined whether 
American advertisers have indeed used a great 
deal of negative stereotyping of the elderly, as the 
critics have suggested. Employing a concept of ste-
reotypes found in cognitive psychology, the au-
thors eaamined trends in the portrayal of the el-
derly in television commercials produced in the 
United States from the 1950s through the 1990s. 
Results of the study do not support the contentions
of the critics. Very litle negative stereotyping was 
discovered. Analysis indicated trends in the ap-
pearance of several positive stereotypes, and diffe-
rences in the stereotyping of gender groups and 
age segments within the elderly group. Results are 
interpreted from both marketing and social science
perspectives.

Mikos, Lothar: Alte Menschen sehen sich im Fern-
sehen. In: Medien + Erziehung 31,5, 1987, S. 294–
296.

Mintz, Steven: Te cinematic treatment of age, eth-
nicity, gender, region, religion and seauality. In: 
Film & History 25,1–2, 1995, S. 34–39.

Mueller, Gabriele: Te Aged Traveler: Cinematic 
Representations of Post-Retirement Masculinity. In:
Narratives of Life: Mediating Age. Aging Studies in 
Europe. Ed. by Heike Hartung & Roberta Maierho-
fer. Münster: Lit-Verlag 2009, S. 149–165.

Musto, Michael: Granny Guignol. In: Te Village 
Voice 40, 5.9.1995, S. 66–67.

Negra, Diane :/ Holmes, Su (eds.): In the Limelight 
and Under the Microscope: Forms and Functions of 
Female Celebrity. London:/New York: Continuum 
2011, 352 S.

Darin: 5. Grotesquerie as Marker of Success in 
Aging Female Stars :/ Anne Morey.

Newstead, Katie :/ Starmanns, Sabine: Deconstruct-
ing the ‘Crone’: Meryl Streep, Ageing and Contem-
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porary Hollywood Cinema. In: Postgraduate Journal
of Women, Ageing and Media (PGeWAM), 3, June 
2017, S. 58–66.

Meryl Streep seems to have embraced the ageing 
process by refusing to submit to the pressures 
placed upon women to appear youthful. Streep 
seems to have chosen roles that do not rely on her 
looking young or glamorous; instead, some of her 
characters have qualities that are traditionally as-
sociated with wisdom and life eaperience. In this 
youth-obsessed culture, the assumption is that 
there is no place for the older woman, yet Meryl 
Streep appears to demonstrate that this may not be
the case.

Niaon, Lois LaCivita: Aging: A Postmodern Lens. 
In: Journal of Aging and Identity 1,3, Sept. 2006, S. 
151–164.

Oró-Piqueras, Maricel :/ Wohlmann, Anita (eds.): Se-
rializing Age: Aging and Old Age in TV Series. Biele-
feld: Transcript 2016, 276 S. (Aging Studies. 7.).

Inhalt: Serial Narrative, Temporality and Aging: 
An Introduction – Between Screen and Reality: 
Negotiating the Efects of Old Age and Aging – 
Time, Memory, and Aging on the Soaps – Business
as Usual: Retirement on Te Wire – Heroine and:/or
Caricature?: Te Older Woman in Desperate House-
wives – Temporality and Aging: Eaperiments with 
Magic, Narrative and Genre – Vampires Dont Age, 
But Actors Sure Do: Te Cult of Youth and the Par-
adoa of Aging in Bufy the Vampire Slayer – In the 
Twilight of Teir Lives?: Magical Objects as Serial 
Devices and Catalysts of Aging in Te Twilight 
Zone – Wait For It...!: Temporality, Maturing, and 
the Depiction of Life Concepts in How I Met Your 
Mother – Serial Cougars: Representations of a 
Non-Normative Lifestyle in a Sitcom, an Episodic 
Serial, and a Soap Opera – Sea and Desire Trough
the Lens of Television Time – Still Looking: Tem-
porality and Gay Aging in US Television – Youve 
Got Time: Ageing and Queer Temporality in 
Orange is the New Black – Im Too Old to Pretend 
Anymore: Desire, Ageing and Last Tango in Hali-
fax – Blanche and the Younger Man: Age Mimicry 
and the Ambivalence of Laughter in Te Geolden 
Geirls – Epilog: Te Social and Cultural Relevance 
of Studying Age in Television – Aging beyond the 
Rhetoric of Aging.

Parsons, Elizabeth: Animating Grandma: Te Indi-
ces of Age and Agency in Contemporary Children’s
Films. In: Journal of Aging, Humanities & the Arts 1, 
3–4, Sept. 2007, S. 221–229.

Analysis of three animated children’s flms, each 
with heroic grandmothers motivating their plot-
lines, suggests a shif in the representational polit-

ics mediating older women to child audiences. Te 
flms function as critiques, refections, and me-
chanisms of contemporary capitalism’s available 
sociocultural locations for older women, modelled 
through varying degrees of subversive perform-
ance. Interrogating the agency potential of house-
work, nurture and eatreme sports, this article as-
sesses the role and function of the “Granny trope” 
in contemporary children’s media.

Peberdy, Donna: Masculinity and Film Performance: 
Male Angst in Contemporary American Cinema. Ba-
singstoke:/New York: Palgrave Macmillan 2011, 232 
S.

Darin: 5. Aging Men: Viagra, Retiring Boomers and
Jack Nicholson.

Petersen, Marilyn;: Te visibility and image of old 
people on television. In: Journalism Quarterly 50, 
1973, S. 569–573.

Pietrini, Sandra: Time and Teatricality in the Films
about the Stage. In: Mimesis Journal 2,1, 2013, on-
line.

Te article eaplores the interaction between thea-
ter and cinema in flms about theater, more specif-
cally in relationship to the concept of time, in two 
diferent meanings: as a subject hinting to the pas-
sing of generations on the one hand and as a mani-
pulation of a story on the other. As I will try to 
show, these very diferent perspectives can inter-
sect and superpose, giving birth to negative or po-
sitive visions of the stage and theatricality. Teatri-
cality can be a great resource (as in To Be or Not To
Be by Lubitsch and Le carrosse dsor by Renoir) as 
well as a path of tragic circularity (as in Os thiasos 
by Anghelopoulos or in flms showing an artist’s 
decline, like Mankiewicz’s All About Eve). Te 
flms on theatre show an eatreme variety of ati-
tudes towards the stage, confrming the impor-
tance of this original and primitive model in the 
re-elaboration of time and space made possible by 
the new art of cinema.

Poulios, Apostolos: Aging Actresses:/Actors in 
Greece: “Let’s (Not) Talk about Age”. In: Aging, 
Performance, and Stardom: Doing Age on the Stage 
of Consumerist Culture. Ed. by Aagje Swinnen and 
John A. Stotesbury. Wien:/Zürich:/Berlin:/Münster: 
Lit 2012, S. 131–159 (Aging Studies in Europe. 2.).

Predal, René: Un nouveau « troisième age ». In: Ci-
némAction, 25, Mars 1983, S. 101–103.

Prochuk, Alana: Hell is Older People. In: Bitch Ma-
gazine: Feminist Response to Pop Culture, 46, Spring 
2010, S. 66–67.
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Te article focuses on the fear of aging among wo-
men and the dominance of older women charac-
ters in Western horror flms. It points out that the 
fear of aging is not gender-neutral. Te fear of ag-
ing is atributed to the fact that it is unavoidable. 
Also noted is the tendency of women to hate the 
characters instead of acknowledging the fact that 
aging is the real culprit behind such emotion.

Rasche, Heather Lupton: Actresses, Age, and Anxie-
ty: A Study of Midlife Women in the Film and Televi-
sion Industry. Santa Barbara, Cal.: University of Ca-
lifornia, Diss., 2006, a, 178 S.

Scholars agree that cinematic images of women in-
fuence cultural atitudes about gender and aging. 
However until now, actresses themselves have not 
been included in this important academic conver-
sation. Based upon analysis of oral histories with 
actresses and industry professionals, this disserta-
tion re-considers plastic surgery, other disguises of
youth, and altered images of midlife women in 
flmed performance from the point of view of the 
actresses who embody those images. Tey ofer a 
refreshingly practical perspective on the manner 
in which gender and aging are performed. Ameri-
can popular culture’s current faation with the 
young, seay female body is puting midlife actres-
ses out of work. Unprecedented profts realized by 
recent flms that target younger male audiences 
have created a hostile professional environment 
for aging actresses. In order for a midlife actress to
stay employed in the business today, she must con-
sider strategies designed to maintain an illusion of 
youth. Tere are a variety of disguises available to 
aging actresses including plastic surgery, Botoa, or
those a cinematographer might employ on her be-
half. However, these methods are becoming “old-
school” as advancing digital technologies make it 
possible to youth an aging actress’s image in post-
production. But this raises several questions: does 
erasing the signs of age on the female face under-
mine an actress’s work and challenge the autono-
my of her performance? How does an actress’s 
projection of youth afect her audience, particular-
ly those who are female and midlife? What does an
actress do to survive in this climate? Tis study an-
swers such questions by eaamining the words of 
ffteen prominent actresses in Hollywood and New
York who participated in this oral history project. 
Tese actresses, who agreed to be interviewed only
under the protection of anonymity, say they eape-
rience a “menopausal blackout,” a lack of employ-
ment at midlife that suggests gendered ageism. 
However, they worry that the strategies they use 
to stay employed, and the stereotypes they are fre-
quently forced to play when employed, adversely 
afect the health of their midlife female audience. 
Tis dissertation analyzes, the cultural discomfort 

surrounding midlife female seauality, and invites 
flm, gender, and gerontological scholars who stu-
dy images of women to go behind the scenes to 
hear what actresses have to say about the roles 
they play and the strategies they deploy.

Reich, Jacqueline: Beyond the Latin Lover: Marcello 
Mastroianni, Masculinity, and Italian Cinema. 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press 2003, 216 S.

Darin: Kap. 6 (S. 140–164): Remembrance of Films 
Past: Mastroianni and the Aging Male Body.

Robertson, Nan: Artists in old age: the fres of 
creativity burn undiminished. In: Te New York 
Times 135, 22.1.1986, S. C1+ [insges. 2 S.].

Robinson, Tom :/ Callister, Mark :/ Magofn, Dawn :/ 
Moore, Jennifer: Te portrayal of older characters 
in Disney animated flms. In: Journal of Aging Stu-
dies 21,3, Aug. 2007, S. 203–213.

Stereotypes arise in children’s lives from their di-
rect eaperience and also from the media. Today, te-
levision and movies serve as an important socializ-
ing function supplying many children with images
that can form, change, and reinforce stereotypes. 
Researchers have found that by the time children 
enter elementary school, they have already devel-
oped negative views of older adults. Tis research 
eaamines the representation of older people in 
Disney animated flm in terms of their gender, 
race, appearance, role, personality, and physical 
characteristics of older characters. Disney flms 
hold a prominent position in children’s media con-
sumption and children today come to know Dis-
ney’s characters and stories just as their parents 
and grandparents. Te fndings indicate that while 
the majority of older characters are portrayed as 
positive characters, there is still a large percentage 
that is portrayed in a negative manner. Tese re-
sults help eaplain why children have negative feel-
ings toward older people.

Robinson, Tom :/ Callister, Mark :/ Magofn, Dawn: 
Older Characters in Teen Movies from 1980–2006. 
In: Educational Geerontology 35,8, Aug. 2009, S. 687–
711.

Although children as young as age three have al-
ready begun to manifest negative stereotypes to-
ward older adults, atitudes toward older adults 
likely crystallize during late childhood and adoles-
cence and become entrenched by the time an indi-
vidual reaches young adulthood. Studies have 
shown that young people view older people in 
general as inefective, dependent, lonely, poor, an-
gry, overly wrinkled, ugly, dirty, disabled, and less 
physically active and healthy than younger adults. 
Because today’s children and adolescents have less
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contact with older people than in past decades, it is
likely that some young people get most of their in-
formation about older people and aging from the 
media. Tis is all the more likely during the teen 
years, when vulnerable adolescents purposely seek
out certain media to form their identity. Tis con-
tent analysis eaamined the 60 most popular teen 
movies from the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s to deter-
mine how older people are portrayed. Older people
were greatly underrepresented, according to their 
numbers in the actual U.S. population, making up 
only 7% of the total number of characters in teen 
movies. Older people were marginalized in terms 
of plot and were likely to be featured only as back-
ground characters. Of older characters, 60% were 
portrayed stereotypically, and only 45% of the ol-
der characters were portrayed in a positive man-
ner. Also, 32% of older characters were portrayed 
in a negative manner, and one-ffh of older char-
acters were portrayed only with negative charac-
teristics. Te stereotypes that adolescents today 
hold toward older people, including the belief that 
they are bad drivers, are angry most of the time, 
and are senile, were refected in older character 
portrayals in these popular teen flms. Given the 
negative representations of older people that ado-
lescents are eaposed to in their childhood and dur-
ing the teen years, it is no wonder that they ea-
press negative atitudes toward older people. Afer 
years of eaposure to media that negatively depict 
older adults, adolescents have been cultivated to 
stereotype older people. Tis has the potential to 
infuence the quality of their interactions with ol-
der people, and also infuence the way they come 
to view the prospect of geting old.

Robinson, James D. :/ Skill, Tomas: Te invisible 
generation: Portrayals of the elderly on prime-time 
television. In: Communication Reports 8,2, 1995, S. 
111–119.

Characters 65 years of age and older continue to 
be an invisible generation on television. In a ran-
dom sample of 100 prime time shows, only 2.8% (n 
= 34) of the 1,228 adult speaking characters were 
judged to be over 65. Only 8.8% of the 65+ charac-
ters were cast in major roles, suggesting that the 
role prominence of characters 65 and older has ac-
tually decreased since the 1970’s. While the num-
ber of male characters 65 and older has decreased 
since 1975, the number of female characters be-
tween 50 and 64 years of age has increased slightly
during that time. Tere is not strong evidence that 
television is graying with America, but there is 
reason to believe that characters between 50 and 
64 are portrayed diferently than characters 65 or 
older.

Robinson, James D. :/ Skill, Tomas :/ Turner, Jeanine
W.: Media usage paterns and portrayals of seniors. 
In: J.F. Nussbaum & J. Coupland (eds.): Handbook of
Communication and Aging Research. 2nd ed. Mah-
wah: Lawrence Erlbaum 2004, S. 423–446 (LEA’s 
Communication Series.).

Robinson, T. :/ Anderson, Caitlin: Older characters 
in children’s animated television programs: A con-
tent analysis of their portrayal. In: Journal of Broad-
cast and Electronic Media 50, 2006, S. 287–304.

Researchers have found that children as young as 
elementary school age have already begun to de-
velop negative stereotypes about older people. In 
order to determine television’s role in children’s 
perceptions of older adults, this study looks at how
older characters’ mental, physical, and overall 
characteristics are portrayed in children’s animat-
ed television programs. Te results indicate that al-
though the overall portrayal of older characters is 
positive, there were a number of negative mental 
and physical characteristics used to portray the ol-
der characters. Tese negative characteristics were 
identical to the characteristics children reported to 
past researchers when asked to describe older peo-
ple. 

Robinson, Tom :/ Callister, Mark :/ Magofn, Dawn :/ 
Moore, Jennifer: Te portrayal of older characters 
in Disney animated flms. In: Journal of Aging Stu-
dies 21, 2007, S. 203–213.

Stereotypes arise in children’s lives from their di-
rect eaperience and also from the media. Today, te-
levision and movies serve as an important socializ-
ing function supplying many children with images
that can form, change, and reinforce stereotypes. 
Researchers have found that by the time children 
enter elementary school, they have already devel-
oped negative views of older adults. Tis research 
eaamines the representation of older people in 
Disney animated flm in terms of their gender, 
race, appearance, role, personality, and physical 
characteristics of older characters. Disney flms 
hold a prominent position in children’s media con-
sumption and children today come to know Dis-
ney’s characters and stories just as their parents 
and grandparents. Te fndings indicate that while 
the majority of older characters are portrayed as 
positive characters, there is still a large percentage 
that is portrayed in a negative manner. Tese re-
sults help eaplain why children have negative feel-
ings toward older people.

Roemer, Marion: Kann denn Liebe Sünde sein. Über
ältere Liebespaare im Film. In: BAGeSO-Nachrichten 
[hrsg. v. d. Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaf der Senio-
ren-Organisationen] 5,3, 1996, S. 12–15.
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Roos, Lena: Age before Beauty: A Comparative Stu-
dy of Martyrs in American Disaster Movies and 
Teir Medieval Predecessors. In: Journal of Religion 
& Film 11,1, April 2007, S. 6.

A study of a selection of American disaster movies
from the past decades reveals the presence of a 
certain kind of martyr character. Tese martyrs do 
not die for their religious or ideological faith but 
rather in order to save loved ones, sometimes the 
entire planet. Tese movie martyrs difer to a great
eatent from classical Christian martyrs as portray-
ed in medieval legends. Te modern movie martyrs
are usually old, and ofen social outcasts in dife-
rent ways. Ofen they have failed as parents, are 
alcoholics or criminals. Teir death is their way of 
redeeming themselves.

Rosenmayr, Leopold: Wir sollten unser Alter selbst 
gestalten. In: Medien + Erziehung 40,5, 1996, S. 263–
266.

Roser, Nina Aleaandra: Inszenierung des Alter(n)s. 
die Darstellung von Senioren in deutschen Kinospiel-
flmen von 1999 bis 2009. Leipzig: Leipziger Univer-
sitäts-Verlag 2013, 249 S. 

Zugl.: Leipzig, Univ., Magisterarb., 2012 
„So wie sie sind!“ Das antwortet der Regisseur An-
dreas Dresen auf die Frage, wie alte Menschen im 
Film dargestellt werden sollten. Durch eine Ver-
doppelung der Lebenserwartung in Deutschland 
im Laufe der letzten 100 Jahre wird die Lebens-
phase des Alters heute mit neuen Erwartungen 
und Hofnungen verknüpf. Ältere Menschen rü-
cken damit ins Zentrum der Aufmerksamkeit, so-
wohl als wirtschaflich interessante Zielgruppe als 
auch in den Medien. Doch die medialen Darstel-
lungen entsprechen häufg nicht der realen Le-
benswelt des Alters oder bilden den Prozess des 
Alterns nicht tatsächlich lebensnah ab. Nina Alea-
andra Roser untersucht vor diesem Hintergrund 
die Darstellung von Senioren in deutschen Kino-
spielflmen und arbeitet dafür Dimensionen einer 
möglichen „Inszenierung des Alter(n)s“ heraus. In 
ihrer Forschungsarbeit beleuchtet sie, welche typi-
schen Aspekte und Temen die Lebenswelt von Se-
nioren prägen und inwieweit diese innerhalb der 
untersuchten Filme aufgegrifen und in die flmi-
sche Realität integriert werden. Überwindet die 
Darstellung der Senioren im deutschen Kinoflm 
die Repräsentation von Stereotypen des Alters und
schafft damit Raum für individuelle und mehrdi-
mensionale Charaktere?

Roth, Elaine: Momophobia: Incapacitated Mothers 
and Teir Adult Children in 1990’s Films. In: Quar-
terly Review of Film & Video 22,2, April–June 2005, 
S. 189–202.

Roy, Abhik :/ Harwood, Jake: Underrepresented, po-
sitively portrayed: Older adults in television com-
mercials. In: Journal of Applied Communication Re-
search 25,1, 1997, S. 39–56.

Tis paper reports a content analysis of 778 televi-
sion commercials. Commercials were eaamined for
the presence of older adults. Commercials featur-
ing older adults were then eaamined more closely 
to describe the nature of the portrayals. Consistent
with previous research, older adults were shown to
be underrepresented in the commercials eaamined,
as compared to their presence in the population. 
Tis efect was particularly strong for older wo-
men and for members of ethnic minorities. How-
ever, older adults were found to be presented in a 
relatively positive light – as active, happy, and 
strong. In addition, older adults were shown to be 
least underrepresented in advertisements for f-
nancial services and retail chains, and most under-
represented in advertisements for automobiles and
travel services. Te results are discussed in terms 
of the changing position of the older adult con-
sumer in the marketplace. Suggestions for future 
research are provided.

Salzberg, Ana: “Te Spirit Never Really Ages”: Ma-
teriality and Transcendence in Tree Rita Hay-
worth Films. In: Aging, Performance, and Stardom: 
Doing Age on the Stage of Consumerist Culture. Ed. 
by Aagje Swinnen & John A. Stotesbury. Wien:/Zü-
rich:/Berlin:/Münster: Lit 2012, S. 77–91 (Aging Stu-
dies in Europe. 2.).

Schickel, Richard: Love Among the Ruins. In: Time 
168,23, 12.8.2003, S. 76.

Discusses sea in motion pictures between older 
actors. Focus on the relationship between Jack 
Nicholson and Diane Keaton in the motion pic-
ture Somethingss Geota Geive; Comments about 
the sea scenes by the director of the flm Nancy 
Meyers; Other flms past and present that have 
older actors in sea scenes or scenes containing 
nudity, such as Te Cooler and Calendar Geirls.

Schlüpmann, Heide: Die brüchige Haut: zur Erotik 
des Zerfalls in Luchino Viscontis Der Leopard. In: 
Frauen und Film, 40, 1986, S. 30–36.

Während die feministische Filmkritik aufgezeigt 
hatte, wie sich die patriarchale Struktur der Gesell-
schaf ins Kino hineinverlängert und wie der 
männliche Blick und die Männerphantasie den 
Aufbau des Films, die Konstellation der 
Geschlechter im Film bestimmt, liefert sie bislang 
keine Erklärungsmodelle für die weibliche Lust am
Kino. Gegen die „asketische Ausgrenzung“ der 
weiblichen Lust an der erotischen Ausstrahlung 
der männlichen Filmstars wendet sich die Autorin 
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mit ihrer ausführlichen Analyse der erotischen 
Wirkung von B. Lancaster in der Rolle des altern-
den Fürsten in Viscontis Film Der Leopard. (PT)

Schorb, Bernd :/ Hartung, Anja :/ Reißmann, Wolf-
gang (Hrsg.): Medien und höheres Lebensalter. Teo-
rie – Forschung – Praxis. Wiesbaden: VS, Verlag für 
Sozialwissenschafen 2009, 414 S.

Beiträge z.T. einzeln aufgenommen. Darin u.a.: 
Kübler, Hans-Dieter: Medien und Alter als Gegen-
stand der Medienforschung in Deutschland (97–
113). – Mayer, Anne-Kathrin: Vermitelte Alters-
bilder und individuelle Altersstereotype (114–129). 
– Jaeckel, Michael: Ältere Menschen in der Wer-
bung (130–145). – Kessler, Eva-Marie: Altersbilder 
in den Medien. Wirklichkeit oder Illusion? (146–
156).

Schroeter, Klaus R. (2012) Altersbilder als Körper-
bilder: Doing Age by Bodyfcation. In: Expertisen 
zum sechsten Altenbericht der Bundesregierung. 1: 
Individuelle und kulturelle Altersbilder. Wiesbaden: 
VS, Verlag für Sozialwissenschafen, S. 153–229.

Schweiger, Teresa: Lions led by lambs. Zur media-
len Repräsentation von Geschlecht, Alter und eth-
nischer Herkunf in Robert Redfords „Anti“-Kriegs-
flm Von Löwen und Lämmern. In: Medien – Krieg – 
Geeschlecht. Afrmationen und Irritationen sozialer 
Ordnungen. Hrsg. v. Tiele, Martina, Virchow, Fabi-
an u. Tomas, Tanja. Wiesbaden: VS 2010, S. 119–
134.

Schweizerhof, Barbara: Der Zwang zur Rüstigkeit. 
Über das Alter im Kino. In: epd Film 2009, H. 5, S. 
20–25

Schwender, Clemens: Alter als audio-visuelles Ar-
gument der Werbung. In: Visuelle Stereotype. Hrsg. 
v. Tomas Petersen u. Clemens Schwender. Köln: 
von Halem 2009, S. 79–95.

Schwender, Clemens :/ Hofmann, Dagmar :/ Reiß-
mann, Wolfgang (Hrsg.): Screening Age. Medien-
bilder – Stereotype – Altersdiskriminierung. Mün-
chen: Kopaed 2013, 280 S. Schrifenreihe Gesell-
schaf – Altern – Medien. 5.).

Der Band „Screening Age“ widmet sich den viel-
schichtigen Zusammenhängen von Medienbildern,
Stereotypen und Phänomenen der Altersdiskrimi-
nierung. Wissenschafler:/innen aus verschiedenen 
Disziplinen sowie pädagogische Akteure identif-
zieren Defzite in der Forschung zu medialen Al-
ter(n)sbildern sowie ihrer Rezeption und Aneig-
nung. Zugleich liefern sie mit ihren Diagnosen und
Analysen Impulse für weiterführende Forschungs-

initiativen. Literatur-, Film-, Medien- und Aneig-
nungsstudien akzentuieren die sozial- und gesell-
schafspolitische Relevanz des Temas – verbun-
den mit einem Plädoyer für größere Ofenheit ge-
genüber dem Alter(n), die sich auch in den Medien
widerspiegeln sollte. Besonderes Augenmerk gilt 
den jüngsten Entwicklungen, die sich um das 
Stichwort „Junges Altern“ gruppieren. Es stellt sich
die Frage, inwieweit diese das Spektrum einge-
schliffener Alter(n)sbilder erweitern oder lediglich 
neue Stereotype produzieren.

Seidler, Miriam: „Wieso haben Sie Schatz zu mir ge-
sagt?“ Liebe und Demenz im Film. In: Lieben und 
Altern. Die Konstitution von Alter(n)swirklichkeiten 
im Film. München: Kopaed 2011, S. 93–112.

Seidler, Miriam: Silver Sea?! Liebe und Seaualität in
Altersrepräsentationen der Gegenwart. In: Merk-
würdige Alte. Zu einer literarischen und bildlichen 
Kultur des Alter(n)s. Bielefeld: Transcript 2014, S. 
127–150.

Shary, Timothy :/ McVitie, Nancy: Fade to Geray: 
Aging in American Cinema. Austin: University of 
Teaas Press 2016, aiv, 271 S.

Analyzing hundreds of flms, including classics 
such as You Canst Take It With You, Rosemaryss 
Baby, Gerumpy Old Men, and Nebraska, this book 
critiques Hollywood’s representations of aging and
the elderly from the silent era to the present. Te 
authors eaamine how representations of the aging 
process and depictions of older people embracing 
or enduring the various eaperiences of longer lives
have evolved over the past century, as well as how 
flm industry practices have both refected and in-
fuenced perceptions of aging in American society. 
Eaposing the social and political motivations for 
negative cinematic portrayals of the elderly, ‘Fade 
to Gray’ also gives visibility to flms that provide 
opportunities for beter understanding and appre-
ciation of the aged and the aging process.

Signorielli, Nancy: Aging on television: the picture 
in the nineties. In: Geenerations 25, 2001, S. 34–38.

Signorielli, Nancy: Aging on television: messages 
relating to gender, race, and occupation in prime 
time. In: Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 
48, 2004, S. 279–301.

Smith, Susan: ‘Get of your asses for these old 
broads!’ Elizabeth Taylor, ageing and the television 
comeback movie. In: Celebrity Studies 3,1, 2012, S. 
25–36.

Te global response to the news of the death of 
Elizabeth Taylor underlined this actress’s status as 
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a remarkably enduring eaample of female celebrity
whose prominence in the media spotlight lasted 
without interruption from childhood through to 
old age. Given the cultural investment in Taylor’s 
younger, glamorous image, however, her later ce-
lebrity has at times sufered by comparison, with 
certain sections of the media wont to resort to re-
ductive, demeaning caricatures of the actress or to 
privilege the potency of her younger image in 
ways that deny the realities of her ageing altoge-
ther. Tis article maintains that such approaches 
overlook a complea fuidity to her on-screen pre-
sence (noticeable from her childhood career on-
wards) and her signifcance as a highly compelling
eaample of ageing female celebrity who managed 
to articulate an ongoing, still evolving sense of 
personhood. It moves on to address the neglected 
role that television played in negotiating the ac-
tress’s transition from Hollywood movie star to 
older female celebrity, eaamining how her per-
forming:/star identity is developed through a trio of
television movies that are eaplicitly concerned 
with the notion of the ageing female star making a
comeback and the issues to do with selfood and 
identity arising from this.

Stoddard, Karen M.: Saints and Shrews: Women and 
Aging in American Popular Film. Westport, Conn.: 
Greenwood Press 1983, a, 174 S. (Contributions in 
Women’s Studies. 39.).

Strauß, Bernhard :/ Philipp, Swetlana (Hrsg.): Wilde 
Erdbeeren auf Wolke Neun. Ältere Menschen im Film.
Berlin: Springer [2017], aaiii, 362 S.

Lesebuch mit Analysen von Einzelflmen. Anhand 
von 30 Filmen werden hier die unterschiedlichen 
Faceten des Alters und Älterwerdens erzählt. „Das
Alter“ gehört nicht gerade zu den vordringlichsten 
Temen betrachtet man die Filmlandschaf von 
Hollywood Blockbustern bis hin zum europäischen
Autorenkino. Fällt man erst mal aus der demogra-
phisch (und marketingrelevanten) interessanten 
Zielgruppe der 30- bis 49-Jährigen hinaus, scheint 
es kaum mehr gute Kinoflme zu geben. Und trotz-
dem fndet man nach genauerem Hinsehen viele 
Filme, die sich genau mit diesem Tema befassen. 
Dabei reichen die Temen vom Generationenkon-
fikt über kritische Lebensereignisse und Heraus-
forderungen bis hin zu Krankheit, Sterben und 
Tod. Alles gehört zum Leben dazu – und wird hier 
unter die Lupe genommen. Die Filme reichen von 
Klassikern wie Harald [!] und Maude, bis hin zu 
neueren Kinohits wie Liebe oder Sein letztes Ren-
nen. (Verlag)
Rezension: Hans J. Wulf: Das Drama des Alterns 
im Film. Dramaturgische Notizen zu einem Lese-
buch über Filme über das Altern. In: Zeitschrift für 
Geerontologie und Geeriatrie 50,11, 2017 [i.Dr.].

Stukator, Angela: Hags, nags, witches and crones: 
reframing age in Te Company of Strangers. In: Ca-
nadian Journal of Film Studies 5,2, 1996, S. 51–66.

Auch in: Canadass Best Features: Critical Essays on 
15 Canadian Films. Ed. by Eugene P. Walz. Amster-
dam [...]: Rodopi 2002, S. 237–254 (Cross cultures. 
Readings in post-colonial literatures and cultures 
in English. 56.).
Cynthia Scot’s Te Company of Strangers (Canada,
1990) is a disquisition on female aging, personal 
histories, memory, life and death, and the coeais-
tence of past and present. Tis article briefy consi-
ders dominant representations of old women and 
the aged body, decoding the specifc moral and po-
litical meanings atached to them. It then suggests 
how Te Company of Strangers intermiaes docu-
mentary and fction to carve out a space for old 
women who refuse to become invisible in our cul-
ture. Te flm atends to the distinctive qualities 
within and between the women, and the common-
ality amongst them, without allowing the points of
connection to suggest the group constitutes a sta-
ble category of old women or that they atest to a 
terminal point of subjectivity. What is at stake is 
changing the face of age to unleash the potentially 
radical female subjectivity of unruly old women. 

Süwolto, Leonie: Altern in einer alterslosen Geesell-
schaft. Literarische und flmische Imaginationen. Pa-
derborn: Fink 2016, 424 S.

Zuerst als Diss., Universität Paderborn, 2015.
Süwolto untersucht ausgehend vom Paradigma des
demographischen Wandels aus diskursanalytischer
und gendertheoretischer Perspektive die Konstruk-
tionsmechanismen gängiger Altersbilder. Sie zeigt, 
wie literarische und flmische Fiktionen des Al-
ter(n)s diese Konstruktionsmechanismen ofenle-
gen und dekonstruieren, um ein Bewusstsein für 
alternative Vorstellungen des Alter(n)s zu schafen 
und so eine ethische Funktion erfüllen. (Verlag)

Swinnen, Aagje: “One Nice Ting about Geting Old
Is that Nothing Frightens You“. From Page to 
Screen: Rethinking Women’s Old Age in Howlss 
Moving Castle. In: Narratives of Life: Mediating Age. 
Aging Studies in Europe. Ed. by Heike Hartung & 
Roberta Maierhofer. Münster: Lit-Verlag 2009, 
S.167–182.

Swinnen, Aagje: Ageing in flm. In: Routledge 
Handbook of Cultural Geerontology. Ed. by Julia 
Twigg & Wendy Martin. London [...]: Routledge 
2015, S. 69–76 (Routledge International Hand-
books.).

Swinnen, Aagje :/ Stotesbury, John A. (eds.): Aging, 
Performance, and Stardom: Doing Age on the Stage 
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of Consumerist Culture. Münster: LIT 2012, 201 S. 
(Aging Studies in Europe. 2.).

Many of the essays in Aging, Performance, and 
Stardom also address our reluctance either to en-
gage with aging’s inherently ambiguous interior 
reality or to accord its more obvious eaterior signs 
any value in and of themselves. Stressing the per-
formative nature of age and drawing from theories
such as Judith Butler’s ideas on gender performati-
vity, Anne Davis Basting’s study of the performa-
tive nature of age both on and of stage, and Mar-
garet Gullete’s contention that we are aged by 
culture, this collection emphasizes the importance 
of age scripts in determining the implicit norms of 
age-appropriate behavior and appearance for both 
men and women. Te collection is divided into 
three sections: Te frst, Age Performances, focu-
ses on how the professional staging of age is rein-
terpreted and changes over time. Aging Stars, the 
second part, discusses the strategies female stars 
employ to deal with the intersection between their
star persona and the roles available to them as the 
years pass. And the third, Aging in Consumerist 
Culture, eaamines how celebrities, along with 
some who work in felds such as advertising and 
television talk shows, resist the homogenization of 
age-related identities and work towards the por-
trayal of more age-diverse ideals of beauty.

Tanrisever, Ahu: Aging vigilantes. In seinem: Fa-
thers, Warriors, and Vigilantes: Post-heroism and the 
US Cultural Imaginary in the Twenty-frst Century. 
Heidelberg: Winter 2016, S. 175–240.

Tews, Hans P.: Altersbilder. Über Wandel und Beein-
flussung von Vorstellungen vom und Einstellungen 
zum Alter. Köln: Kuratorium Deutscher Altershilfe 
(1991), 152 S. (Forum 16.).

Timm, Caja: Altersbilder in den Medien. Zwischen
medialem Zerrbild und Zukunfsprojektionen. In: 
Ehmer, Josef :/ Höfe, Otfried (Hrsg.): Bilder des Al-
terns im Wandel. Historische, interkulturelle, theoreti-
sche und aktuelle Perspektiven. Stutgart: Wissen-
schafliche Verlagsgesellschaf 2009, S. 153–165.

Türkow, Kari: Altersbilder in massenmedialen, mas-
senkulturellen und künstlerischen Werken. Eine Lite-
raturübersicht. Berlin: Deutsches Zentrum für Al-
tersfragen 1985, IV, 463 S. (Beiträge zur Gerontolo-
gie und Altenarbeit. 61.).

Vanden Bosch, James: Old Age and Loss in Feature 
Length Films. In: Te Geerontologist 43,3, 2003, S. 
430–431.

Vasil, Latika :/ Wass, Hannelore: Portrayal of the el-
derly in the media: A literature review and implica-
tions for educational gerontologists. In: Educational
Geerontology 19,1, 1993, S. 71–85.

Negative stereotyping of the elderly has been iden-
tifed as a signifcant social issue. Te mass media 
are a potent source of socialization and may shape 
attitudes, especially those of children, toward the 
elderly. A number of studies have been done to in-
vestigate the portrayal of the elderly in the mass 
media. Tis study was undertaken to summarize 
and synthesize their fndings. Twenty-eight empi-
rical studies, based on analyses of television char-
acters and characters in print media, including 
children’s books, magazines, and basal readers se-
ries, were reviewed. Te elderly, especially older 
women, were widely under-represented, with 
characterizations failing to refect the size and pro-
portions of the elderly population in the United 
States. Te majority of the studies found that the 
elderly were generally depicted in a negative light 
and that elderly characters were rarely cast in ma-
jor roles or fully developed. Several implications 
for educational gerontologists are discussed.

Vernon, JoEta A. :/ Williams Jr., J. Allen :/ Phillips, 
Terri :/ Wilson, Janet: Media Stereotyping: A Com-
parison of the Way Elderly Women and Men Are 
Portrayed on Prime-Time Television. In: Journal of 
Women & Aging 2,4, 1991, S. 55–68.

Tis content analysis of 139 programs and 2,211 
characters updates and eatends previous research 
on the way elderly people, and especially elderly 
women, are presented on prime-time television. 
Findings indicate that females and the elderly con-
tinue to be signifcantly underrepresented. Compa-
risons of elderly men and women showed paterns 
of traditional stereotypes, with men more likely to 
be depicted positively on 7 of 9 desirable traits and
women more likely to be depicted negatively on 6 
of the 7 undesirable traits which showed a gender 
diference. However, the proportional diferences 
for specifc characteristics typically were neither 
large nor statistically signifcant, suggesting that 
there has been some change in television’s por-
trayal of the elderly during the 1980s. It also was 
noted that television appears to be more accepting 
and open to the portrayal of older middle-aged 
men than women in the same age category.

Wager; Jans: Shelley Winters: Camp, Abjection, and
the Aging Star. In: Hollywood Reborn: Movie Stars of
the 1970s. Ed. by James Morrison. New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University Press 2010, S. 120–137 (Star 
Decades: American Culture:/American Cinema.).
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Walsh, Andrea: “Life Isn’t Yet Over”: Older Hero-
ines in American Popular Cinema of the 1930s and 
1970s:/80s. In: Qualitative Sociology 12,1, Spring 
1989, S. 72–95.

Tis article analyzes the evolution of a signifcant 
undercurrent within American culture challenging
the dominance of the cult of youth and masculini-
ty, through the interpretation of selected American
popular flms of the 1930s and 1970s:/80s featuring 
heroines over 60 years of age. Tese two eras, 
which witnessed the impact of elder advocacy on 
national legislation and social policy, generated 
flms such as If I Had A Million (1932), Make Way 
for Tomorrow (1937), Harold and Maude (1971) and 
Te Trip to Bountiful (1985). Trough analyzing 
these flms as well as related media trends, psycho-
analytic approaches to the study of female 
representation in cinema are critiqued. While 
psychoanalytic approaches ofen stress the cultural
dominance of an ahistorical patriarchy, a sociolo-
gical model conceptualizes culture as a process 
constituted by communication and negotiation, re-
sistance and rebellion as well as oppression and 
domination.

Wangler, Julia: Mehr als einfach nur grau. Die visu-
elle Inszenierung von Alter in Nachrichtenbericht-
erstatung und Werbung. In: Image, 16, 2012, [URL].

Wir alle sind Teil einer ›visual culture‹, in der uns 
Medien tagtäglich mit Bildern versorgen. Das hat 
auch Konsequenzen für die allgemeine Vermit-
lung und Wahrnehmung von älteren Menschen 
bzw. Seniorität. Abhängig von Genre und Ziel-
gruppe, entwerfen Medien die letzte Lebensphase 
über wiederkehrende bildliche Darstellungs- und 
Deutungsmuster. Für Alter bedeutet dies, dass es 
als medienförmiges Konstrukt gezielt funktionali-
siert wird. Der nachfolgende Aufsatz stellt die Er-
gebnisse einer eaplorativen Studie zur visuellen 
Inszenierung von Alter in Nachrichtenberichter-
statung und Werbung dar.

Weber, Brenda R.: Reality (celebrity) check: fat, 
death and the ageing female body. In: Celebrity 
Studies 3,1, 2012, S. 64–77.

As the scholarly feld of celebrity studies has de-
monstrated, fame performs a valuable cultural 
work akin to other social formations such as re-
ligion or heroism in that it ofen polices and makes
intelligible divisions between the ordinary and the 
eatraordinary, between the normal and the eaces-
sive and even between life and death. Celebrity 
studies theorists have tended to focus on the flm 
industry and the star system in their refections on
the meanings of fame. And while they have some-
times considered women, they have not always 
brought gender to the forefront as a critical analyt-
ic in the study of celebrity. In this article I seek to 

add to the conversation on celebrity and gender 
through the analysis of reality TV celebrity. I ea-
amine two case studies provided by one of the 
longest-running, most-popular and most interna-
tionally syndicated reality television programmes, 
Te Biggest Loser (Tree-Ball Productions, 2004–
present). Trough this analysis, I seek to demon-
strate that when women who possess reality celeb-
rity are asked to uphold the heavy lifing of media-
tion and inspiration that celebrity theory has 
marked as the cultural work of fame, the terms for 
that fame shif. As demonstrated on Te Biggest Lo-
ser, reality celebrity appears to ofer a new position
of liberation and empowerment that is amplifed 
by women’s embodiment in what I call utopic in-
fantile celebrity, or the belief that the youthful bo-
dy confers dividends in opportunity and fame. 
Utopic infantile celebrity fssures, however, in mat-
ters of age and biological motherhood, since its 
promises of youthful possibility are restricted to 
those whose large bodies have blocked heteronor-
mative romance and childbirth rather than those 
who have already eaperienced it.

Weitz, Rose: Changing the Scripts: Midlife Women’s
Seauality in Contemporary U.S. Film. In: Sexuality 
& Culture 14,1, March 2010, S. 17–32.

Tis article eaamines the portrayal of midlife wo-
men’s seauality in 13 recent U.S. narrative flms. 
Content analysis of these flms suggests that flm 
portrayals of midlife women’s seauality are rela-
tively muted, with the most positive portrayals 
found in the broadest comedies. In addition, mid-
life women’s bodies are more ofen displayed as 
objects of humor than as objects of desire, the “fe-
male gaze” at the male body is shown only humor-
ously, and midlife women’s seauality is primarily 
validated for slim, white, middle-class women in 
commited romantic relationships with “age-ap-
propriate” partners. Nevertheless, these flms 
suggest that midlife women should have seaual 
desires, should act on those desires, should eape-
rience seaual pleasure, and should not sacrifce 
their seaual needs for a man’s approval.

Whelehan, Imelda: Ageing appropriately: Postfemi-
nist discourses of ageing in contemporary Holly-
wood. In: Postfeminism and Contemporary Holly-
wood Cinema. Ed. by Joel Gwynne & Nadine Muller.
London: Palgrave Macmillan 2013, S. 78–95.

Whelehan, Imelda (ed.): Ageing, Popular Culture 
and Contemporary Feminism: Harleys and Hor-
mones. Basingstoke [...]: Palgrave Macmillan 2014, 
a, 228 S.
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